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Abstract

Title: The Human Side of Marketing in a Deregulating Industry

- The Impact of Decision Styles on the Quality of Customer Relationships

Author: Claus Baderschneider

Tutor: Dr. Rikard Larsson

Communication and the resulting interpersonal relationship between people are
vital parts of a business relationship. To manage this interpersonal relationship
becomes especially important in selling services, where the quality of the
product depends heavily on the interaction between the parties. This applies
particularly to the service industries that, due to a monopolistic market, have
not felt the need to permanently rethink their personal approach towards the
individual customer. As these industries now face open markets, they recognise
the need to redefine their market approach. Part of this reorientation is also the
quality of personal attention awarded to certain customer relationships.

The question of how customer relationship quality can be influenced and
predicted arises. The consequent problem of what makes a good versus bad
interpersonal customer relationship, is the question that this thesis analyses and
tries to give answers to. This is done by analysing 56 customer - seller
relationships using the Dynamic Decision Style Model. The Decision Styles of
the customers are estimated through reports by the concerned sales
representatives. Questionnaires are used to determine the style of the
interviewee. It is the purpose of the study to show to what extent and how
Decision Styles can explain the difference in quality of such relationships. For
this reason, the customer and seller styles are compared.

For the analysis of the comparison, five logics are developed each designed to
generate a customer fit index. Throughout the sample, this index attests the
ability of the Decision Style Model to predict the quality of customer
relationships. While existing research presented models that evaluate a customer
relationship after it has been established, this study introduces the application of
the Decision Style Model for prediction of the outcome of potential customer
relationships.

If industry is to apply the model in order to increase customer relationship
quality, it needs to build special intelligence about the customer. Especially the
deregulating businesses have a chance to build such a designated knowledge
about the customer since they are fundamentally rebuilding their market
approach.
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1. Introduction

The western economies are dominated by market forces. Regulation, public ownership of
companies and central planning are attributes that are thought of being synonymous for plan-
economies. Only a few industries in these market oriented economies were set up by the
governments as regulated monopolies, because they were thought as not conductible with
market forces, mainly because of the expected market failures in respect of social goals. The
major advantage in regulating such "natural monopolies" as they are constituted by the
network industries such as telecom, railways or electrical power supply, was seen in the
possibility to secure access to these services for everyone. One large drawback of the regulated
businesses are that the efficiency is not driven by fear of loosing business, since there is no
competition to lose it to.

Consequently, the governments in the market economies do now think about re- or
deregulating some of the traditional monopolies in the hope to make the production of such
products and services more efficient for the economy as a whole. Especially in industries that
are now, because of their size, maturity and the technical progress, trusted to be able to handle
the availability for everyone, this approach can be observed. In matters where the market is still
expected to fail, e.g. environmental or societal issues, the markets stay regulated, although
maybe in a different way.

The businesses that are eventually effected by such re- or deregulation do then face among
other problems, one problem that they are not used to: competition on the market. Suddenly
the users of such services and products become customers that have a choice, and have the
ability to compare between, and change to different suppliers. The producer can no longer
view the clients as "subscribers", but has to see them as real customers, each with his individual
interests. That also includes that the then competing producer has to care more, and know
more about the individual client than before. When it was comfortable before deregulation, to
just function and perform what was needed to secure the access to the product or service, it is
now required to see the business approach from a different perspective. Focusing on the
customer must become the number one priority to keep and gain new customers. This focus
must include the ability to listen to the customer, interact and communicate with him in a way
that is valuable for both sides. For the formerly regulated industries, this often means that their
existing organisation might not be suitable anymore. Formerly driven by mere technological
performance, the human and personnel side of business interactions is now likely to gain in
importance. Although the sales level is the starting point of this paper, the intra organisational
human aspects do also become of greater importance. A different corporate culture may be
required to prevail in such a changed environment.

But also businesses in industries that have not been regulated, experience the need for more
focus on the customer. Especially in industries where Schumpeterian technological pushes are
not expected to bring a large market advantage anymore, the individual solution for the
customer is seen as the chance to have an edge over the competition. This in turn requires
detailed knowledge about the customer, and a relationship between buyer and seller that is fit
for valuable and effective communication. But how is this achieved?
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1.1 Problem Area
The problem that this thesis deals with is thus the one of the establishment of good buyer/seller
relationships. The relationship is established by communication. In an environment where it is
vital to exactly know the expectations, wishes and interests of the customers and to react to
them in a manner that is best for the customer, the quality of the personal relationships to the
customers is of utmost importance. Since the personal relationship to the customer is mostly
established at the sales level, it is these people that the success of the relationship depends on.
If they succeed in creating a favourable relationship with the customer the whole company can
benefit from it. And it is not only directly from the present turnover that the profit stems from,
but also from the close knowledge of the market which should enable the company to develop
plans and strategies for the future.

In a world that is characterised by information overload, a convincing communication can only
be achieved with relatively high efforts and must be connected with good listening skills.1 This
process can only take place between real people. The more and better the communication skills
are developed by either party, the better the results of the communication. The term
communication is here used in a bi-directional sense. It is the co-operation with the customer in
order to meet the customers needs that is emphasised.

At the same time it is the sellers' responsibility to adapt as much as possible to the customer.
Since the customer is supposed to be "king", he can not be expected to adapt to the sellers'
personal style of communication. If the relationship to the supplier is unsatisfactory, the
customer is very much more likely to change the supplier than to make efforts to improve the
relationship with the former seller. So there is a need on the supply side to learn to read the
customers communication style, and adapt to it in order to have an advantage over the
competition.

Especially the soon to be deregulated industries, which so far have not been confronted with
this problem because of protection from competition, feel the need for this knowledge.2 After a
period of vivid discussion about the technical feasibility of deregulation of especially the
network monopolies (telecom, railways, el. power etc.), the deregulation of these sectors
seems to be just a matter of time.3 Still the discussion focuses very much on technical details
that have to be solved. Nevertheless do the companies, that lose the security of a regulated
market also engage in discussions on how the deregulation influences the relationship, and thus
communication with the customers of these companies. Marketing and human resource matters
are inevitably subjects that have to be discussed in the same context.

Science has produced a vast number of literature about marketing in a non-regulated
environment. Industrial marketing literature (e.g. Hutt/Speh4, Hakansson5) forms the basis and
starting point for more service oriented marketing. Although these theories recognise personal
selling as a component of the promotion mix, they do not stress it. The service marketing
theories that have emerged on these grounds tried to make up for the lack of recognition of

                                               
1Balzereit, Dr., Bernd; Schulten, Dr., Rudolf; EVU im Wandel , Energiewirtschaftliche Tagesfragen, Heft 6,
p.353, 1995
2ibid
3Bouttes, Jean-Paul; Leban, Raymond; Competition and Regulation in Europe´s Network Industries - from
theoretical approach to sectorial application, Utilities Policy, Vol. 5, No. 2, pp. 127-146, 1995
4Hutt, Michael D.; Speh, Thomas W.; Industrial Marketing Management, The Dryden Press, 1981
5Hakansson, Hakan; International Marketing and Purchasing of Industrial Goods, IMP Project Group, 1982
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differences between marketing services and industrial goods, that the industrial marketing
literature displayed.6

For the network industries, specially the service marketing literature is of importance, since
through these networks basically a service is sold. Kotler defines service as "any activity or
benefit that one party can offer to another that is essentially intangible and does not result in
the ownership of anything".7 He scratches also the surface of HRM issues in relationship
marketing of services, while the special needs of a former regulated service industry stay
untouched.

In his 1990 book, Grönroos addressed the issue of service marketing more thoroughly. He
comes to the conclusion that "the main focus in service competition is the management of the
moment of truth (buyer-seller interaction), and the creation of adequate support from
managers, and supporting functions as well as from investments in technology and operations
and administrative systems."8 He does not give any suggestions on how the "moment of truth"
can be managed effectively by the encountering salesperson, but stresses its importance.
Articles by, among others Crosby, Evany &Cowles9, Tadapalli10 as well as Wills11, suggest
measurements to evaluate the status quo of a relationship and may suggest what the
organisation has to do to maintain or obtain a good relation with the customer. They do not go
to the individual level in order to explain how this is achieved. These measures have been
applied mainly to one business or industry in the same environment. The effects of change in
the environment, like e.g. deregulation, have not been examined.

From the point of view of human resource management (HRM), not very much literature can
be found that integrates marketing of services and HRM matters. Bowen12 describes how
service managers can effectively manage customers as human resources. One key issue thereby
is to understand if customers comprehend the role that they should take in the service creating
process. Larsson, Svensson & Ulvenblad13 looked at the relationship between customer and
service organisation in a more integrative approach. They combined issues from HRM, job
design, services and information processing to see how the organisation has to be shaped, so
that the customers, employees and the task are managed the best. They used the theory of
Decision Styles by Michael Driver to bring the various components together. Decision Styles
are learned habits of behaviour. The model follows the idea that various people have various
ways of behaviour in situations where decisions are involved. It can be used as pure HRM tool
to fit people to other people and situations. The general application of this model for sales

                                               
6Larsson, Rikard; Bowen, David E.; Organisation and Customer: Managing Design and Coordination of
Services; Academy of management review, 1989, Vol. 14, No. 2, p.214
7Kotler, P. & Armstrong, G.; Principles of Marketing 7th ed., Prentice Hall, p. 660, 1996
8Grönroos, Christian; Service Management and Marketing, Lexington Books, p. 257, 1990
9Crosby, Lawrence A.; Evans, Kenneth R. & Cowles, Deborah; Relationship Quality in Services Selling: An
Interpersonal Influence Perspective; Journal of Marketing, Vol. 54, July 1990, pp. 68-81
10Tadapalli, Raghu; Measuring Customer Orientation of a Salesperson: Modifications of the Soco Scale;
Psychology & Marketing, Vol. 12(3), May 1995, pp. 177-187
11Wills, Gordon; Enabeling Customers to Drive Your Enterprise; Management Decision; Vol. 30, No. 3, 1992,
pp. 12-22
12Bowen, D.E.; Managing Customers as Human Resources in Service Organisations; Human Resource
Management, No. 25, 1986, pp. 371-383
13Larsson, Rikard, Svensson, Katarina & Ulvenblad, Per-Ola; Strategic Human Resource Management of
Services: Matching Customers, Employees and Job Design in Banks; Institute of Economic Research Working
Paper Series, 1993/21, Lund University
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behaviour has been described by Perrault and Brousseau.14 The two authors summarise the
model and present practicable clues for a salesperson, to identify and deal with the various
styles. The impact of deregulation on HRM issues is not covered in widely known literature.

In the area of deregulation, discussions about the feasibility and policy are the most common.
(e.g. Trebing/Wilsey15, Stevenson /Ray16, Selwyn17). Many others mention the consequences
of deregulation for marketing and human resources on the side of the supplier. "Customer
orientation" seems the new magic concept that has to be used in the deregulated businesses.
Balzereit and Schulten18 describe the changes a deregulated business has to go through in
order to become competitive in an unprotected market. These authors, as well as (among
others) Löbbe/Braun19, Rademacher20 and Kühnl21, adapt conventional marketing to the needs
of the potentially deregulated industries. They thereby recognise the importance of HRM issues
especially when the managing and executive levels are concerned. The common denominator
for these opinions is the demand for change from a solely providing business to a competing
and customer driven service company. Thereby they stay on an organisational level.

Most of the mentioned voices in the areas of services marketing, HRM and deregulation do see
the importance of the creation and care of personal relationships with the customers. The
dilemma that they leave us with, is that none can provide a tangible description of which
factors influence and make a good relationship, and how it is created. The problem that
remains is: what makes up a good versus bad interpersonal customer relationship? This
problem is the subject of this thesis.

1.2 Purpose
In this paper, I integrate the fields of HRM and service marketing (communication) in the
context of a regulated and partly recently deregulated industry, in order to explain the quality
of customer relationships. I thereby focus on the very personal level, where the customer and
the seller are not seen as organisations, but are personalities that are tied in an organisational
context. The impact of the different personalities is the subject of the study.

The industry environment is the one of the power utility industry. This industry is in the midst
of change from regulation to deregulation. Parallel to preparation for the approaching, or in

                                               
14Perrault, Michael R.; Brousseau Kenneth R.; Selling to Different Styles; Decision Dynamics Corporation,
1989
15Trebing, Harry M.; Wilsey, Michelle F.; The Limitations of Deregulation, Utilities Policy, October 1993,
p.274 / January 1994, p.3
16Stevenson, Rodney; Ray, Dennis; Market Forces and Planning by Regulation; Utilities Policy, October 1993,
pp. 275-282
17Selwyn, Lee L.; Market Failure in "Open" Telecommunications Networks; Utilities Policy, January 1994,
p. 21-30
18Balzereit, Dr. Bernd; Schulten, Dr. Rudolf; EVU im Wandel; Energiewirtschaftliche Tagesfragen, 45.Jg, Heft
6, 1995, pp. 351-354
19Löbbe, Dr. Sabine; Braun, Dr. Michael; Kundenorientierte Versorgungsunternehmen; Energiewirtschaftliche
Tagesfragen; 45.Jg, Heft 6, 1995, pp. 365-372
20Rademacher, Helmut; Qualitätsmanagement und TQM in der Versorgungswirtschaft; Energiewirtschaftliche
Tagesfragen; 45.Jg; Heft 6, 1995, pp. 356-360
21Kühnl, Carmen E.; Patentrezept für Corporate Identity?; Energiewirtschaftliche Tagesfragen; 45.Jg; Heft 6;
pp. 362-372
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reaction to the in parts of Europe recently occurred deregulation, this industry has voiced
special interest in learning how to enhance customer relationship quality.

The closest to a practical framework for an explanation of the reason for different customer
relationship qualities, might be the above mentioned theory of Decision Styles by M. Driver.
(also Dynamic Decision Style Model). This model provides a framework in which individual
personalities are classified into 5 distinct Decision Styles. The model suggests that generally
the interaction between persons becomes better, the closer the qualities of the styles of the
interacting persons are. (see a further description of the model in chapter 3.0). The model
found many applications in managerial decision making. Yet it lacks research on how Decision
Styles can explain the outcome of a relationship between specially the salesperson and the
customer.

The purpose is thus to study the potential explanatory power of the Decision Styles in respect
of personal customer relationships, or put another way: to what extent and how the Decision
Styles can explain the difference between good versus problematic customer relationships. By
studying the fit between Decision Styles of the salespersons and customers, in an attempt to
explain good versus problematic customer relationships, the fits are analysed in order to find
out how the Dynamic Decision Style Model can be used to explain the quality of customer
relationships.

Especially people on the sales level can profit from such knowledge about the factors of
communication. This paper tries to present a framework that is suitable to cater for this need.

1.3 Target Group
The thesis addresses all people that are interested in the subject of improving seller / buyer
relations by improving personal communication between the parties. The view taken here is the
one of the seller, so especially sales representatives are addressed. But also purchasing parties
can benefit from the presented ideas in order to improve the communication in their favour, so
that this volume should also find their interest.

The idea for this thesis is based on the changes that are evident in the power utility sector. This
is the reason that the study is concentrated on the electrical power industry, and therefore
might the responsible people in this industry find additional value in this paper.

1.4 Delimitations
By examining an industry that has not yet gathered large experiences in direct- and relationship
marketing due to the different market forces it has been facing in the past, the contribution can
only be to suggest future behaviour in a different environment. It is therefore not possible to
judge the previous behaviour as good or bad compared to the suggested behaviour in the new
environment.

In the last part of the data analysis, some comparisants between subunits of the case are made.
The data is not sufficient for statistical analysis, but offers the opportunity to compare for
example the indices of firms or rank of the interviewees for exploratory purposes.
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1.5 Structure
Having described the problem area and having defined the problem in the introduction, the
thesis is structured into four more chapters.

Chapter 2 introduces the methodology that has been used in approaching the subject. I explain
why I chose the methodology as it has been used, why I chose this industry and how the choice
of the interviewees has developed. A detailed description and criticism on how the empirical
and secondary data has been collected, and the purpose of the collection of each information is
given. Also shall I evaluate what could be achieved, compared to the intentions of the
methodology and where the methodology showed its limits. Alternative approaches to the ones
taken are discussed and evaluated.

Chapter 3 then proceeds with the presentation of the theoretical framework that is used to
determine the differences between communication styles of buyers and sellers in the two
environments. The Dynamic Decision Style Model and how it can be used to predict the
quality of a relationship between people is briefly explained.

In chapter 4, I present the data that has been collected. The chapter includes the findings of the
empirical study that has been conducted. Further, the logic that has been used to interpret the
data is presented.

Chapter 5 introduces some exploratory comparison of the data between subunits of the sample.

Chapter 6 summarises the findings. The results are discussed in view of existing literature, as
well as the practical implications are described. Before the conclusion, subjects for future
research are proposed.
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2. Methodology

2.1 Research Approach
At the beginning of this thesis work stood the wish to find out more about the importance of
the human aspects in industrial marketing. Especially the interaction by communication found
my interest. This couriousness stems from courses in organisation and strategic human
resource management (SHRM) at the University of Lund. Since the interest was to deepen my
insight into the theories that were presented in these courses, I turned to the lecturer of the
SHRM course and asked him whether he would tutor this thesis. He not only agreed, but also
introduced me in subsequent conversations to the problem of the examined industry and the
relevant people who made this thesis possible. One key-person is Mr. Ottosson from
Enersearch AB, Malmö, as he agreed to sponsor this thesis. Enersearch is a joint venture by
IBM Utilities and Sydkraft AB, and forms the platform for work within the field of
"Information Technology in Energy". As such, Enersearch initiates and finances research
projects, and in this context is especially interested in applications for the utility industry.
Unfortunately did Sydkraft, with which Enersearch is closely related, not have the time to
support the empirical research to this thesis. Here again it was Mr. Ottosson who helped and
introduced me to various responsible people in the industry; in Sweden as well as in Germany.

At first the problem area was not very focused, since many applications of the theoretical
framework that my interest was based on, could be found. With the introduction to the utility
industry and the subsequent brief look at introductory magazine articles and journals, the
image of the problem became sharper and the description of the problem as stated in the 1st
chapter took on shape.22

The approach to tackle the problem is neither purely deductive nor purely inductive, if pure
forms of the two research strategies exist at all. Deduction, meaning to derive a hypothesis
from existing theoretical frameworks, was used to define the problem and the purpose of this
thesis.23 The discussion of the problem area formed the base for deduction of the problem. The
Dynamic Decision Style Model became the base for the purpose.

The initial hypothesis was not described in deep detail, in order to allow for not anticipated
results, i.e. other additional results than the one described by the purpose. This open approach
was thought to be advantageous especially in the verification process as described by Bjerke24.
This study can thus in one part be classified as a verification study, that uses the Dynamic
Decision Style Model to deduct a hypothesis of good versus problematic customer
relationships. This hypothesis is then tested in a verification process using quantitative
methods. This would justify to call the approach analytic.

At a more mature stage of the verification process of the study, an in parts also inductive
method was used. Having gathered data via interviews, the collected data was not only
intended to be interpreted according to a prior set of variables, but was reviewed with the
                                               
22as suggested by Yin, 1984, p. 20
23Bjerke, Björn; Some Comments on Methodology in Management Research; Studies in the Economics and
Organisation of Action, discussion paper series of the Department of Business Administration, No.8, University
of Lund, 1981, p. 5
24ibid.
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intention to eventually disclose new interrelations and connections between sets of data, to
eventually arrive at a new insight, which would enable to generate a more developed or even
different hypothesis.

Earlier I stated, that the overall approach could be called analytic. But the logic of the Dynamic
Decision Style Model is a systems theory. It bases on a general approach that involves its
complete environment. The fit of the different styles is always looked at in its context.

Concluding, the approach can be described as analytical with systems components.25 What
strengthens the system components, is the way the answers in the interviews are interpreted.
The objectivity of the interpretation is tried to be kept by introducing a guide for interpretation
that is hoped to produce the same results, independent of who is doing the interpretation.
Nevertheless, a lot of noise can be expected, because it is not possible to anticipate and respect
every answer that possibly can be given in the interpretation guide. So there is room for
individual interpretation, which draws the study a bit towards an actors approach.26

2.2 Literature Review
I searched for literature in the LOLITA and LIBRIS databases, in the fields of service
marketing, HRM and deregulation. Diverse other databases at the university library helped to
locate journals, magazines and books mainly at the university library in Lund, but some articles
had to be ordered from other Swedish libraries. These databases indicated also many sources
that were not available at any Swedish library, and thus could not be considered. In addition,
during discussions about the problem, my tutor was very helpful in supplying and indicating
literature with a theoretical approach to the problem.

The search was limited to sources in English and German. The search keywords focused
around "customer", "personal selling" and "communication". These and uncounted other
search routines were also used to search the Internet. With time, ever more sophisticated
routines were used that limited the results to the more relevant hits. From those, the more
technical literature (e.g. communication technology etc.) was filtered out and rejected. The
focus was on business related sources. Some relevant literature could be found in the
psychological and sociological area. In the same way, magazines and journals that cater
specially to this industry were located. In addition, the case companies supplied literature about
the industry.

2.3 The selection of the theoretical framework
As mentioned before, the course Strategic Human Resource Management at the University of
Lund brought the framework of Decision Styles as described by M. Driver to my attention. It
triggered my interest, because it gave a real hands on guide on how to adapt your own way of
making decisions to the different situations, where different other individuals are part of the
process. The other theories, models and conceptions that are known to the author, do only
deal with the structure of the process and do not describe actually how the decision is reached
                                               
25ibid, p.6
26ibid, p.12
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by an individual. The rational model of choice e.g., considers a static environment in which a
decision maker collects as much information as possible and then develops a number of
alternatives. It does not take into account that situations and persons can differ. But since
individuals are not all the same, this description must have its limits with the varying persons.

The communication efforts that are to be enhanced, do have the goal of closing a contract with
the customer. Since selling means influencing the decision making by the buyer towards the
own product or service, the process on how the individual buyer decides, is of great interest
and must therefore be understood by the selling party. Also in organisations that are present in
the market, it is individuals who in the end make the decision on what to buy or not.

Cyert and March27 have noticed that the goals can differ over time, and for different people
even in the same organisation. They recognise the dynamics of a decision by stating that
determining the goals of a firm includes bargaining among different coalition members with
different demands. But I still think that they do not consider the differences in the individual
personalities enough.

Cosier and Schenk28 have shown that decision making also depends on the strength of the
conflict. They show that the decision process in general moves from rationality to bounded
rationality, meaning that the amount of information use increases and more viewpoints will be
considered with the process moving along. Others have recognised the individualism of
decision makers, like Isenberg29 who describes that decision makers can be rational in some
ways but not in others, depending on the individual.

I feel that the Driver Decision Style Model is a model that goes deeper to the roots of decision
making by taking as a base problem the individual personality of the decision maker.30 Driver
et. al. recognise the limitations of the theories that want to describe decision making in just one
model, irrespective of the persons making the decision. His framework permits to take into
account the variables that make up a personality, at least when it comes to decision making.
But he also describes how the communication between the individuals depends very much on
these same variables. The Dynamic Decision Style Model takes the comprehensive look at how
individuals behave (style) and what comes out from it (communication, decision).

There is a multitude of other literature on the market that deals with business success through
better communication. Also the literature on how to personally communicate with the
environment is plenty. Kotler31 e.g. cites among others the book "How to win friends and
influence people" by Dale Carnegie as one of the most popular works. The Driver framework
might be seen as just another work of this kind, yet it belongs definitely to the more scientific
and reliable publications. To compare in detail the many different often very populistic
alternatives to the Driver Decision Styles, does not seem very promising, because of the large
number of books. Yet I feel that the Driver framework is a good theoretical base that this
examination can rest on.

                                               
27Cyert, R.M., & March J. G., A Behavioral Theory of the Firm; Prentice-Hall, 1963
28Cosier, R., & Schwenk, C., Agreement, Consensus and Thinking alike: Ingredients for Poor Decisions, 1990
in Eisenhardt, K.M., & Zbaracki, M.J., Strategic Decision Making, Strategic Management Journal, 1992, Vol
13, pp. 17-37
29Isenberg, D.J., Thinking and Managing: A verbal Protocol Analysis of managerial Problem Solving, 1986 in
Eisenhardt, K.M., & Zbaracki, M.J., Strategic Decision Making, Strategic Management Journal, 1992, Vol 13,
pp. 17-37
30Driver M.J; Brousseau, K.R. & Hunsaker P.L.; The Dynamic Decision Maker: Five Decision Styles for
Executive and Business Success; Jossey-Bass, 1993
31Kotler, P. & Armstrong, G.; Principles of Marketing 7th ed., Prentice Hall, 1996, p. 547
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2.4 Empirical Study

2.4.1. Why a case study?
The case study by interviews was considered the best possible method to learn about the
approach the salespersons take towards the customers. It was chosen, because the aim of this
study is to research and describe "how the Decision Styles can be used to explain the difference
between good versus problematic customer relationships".32 This type of research question is
especially apt for a case study.33 It involves complex contexts that have to be looked at. The
case study method has proved to be able to supply for a suitable framework.34 The
contemporary focus completes the situation where this kind of study is most feasible.35

Interviews also enable the author, as he listens to what the interviewed recalls, to find out the
development over a longer time period.

The case study by interviews is only one of the many ways to conduct research. Among the
many alternatives there are surveys and experiments.36

The research question would also have generally allowed for a pure survey. To gain all the
answers that were required, it would have been necessary to subject the customers of the
salespersons to the same questionnaire that has been used to determine the sales person style.
This was not considered possible, since the companies that are subject to the study, were not
expected to allow such molestation of their customers. Thus the Decision Style of the
customer had to be estimated on base of recollection of the customer characteristics by the
interviewee. Such recollection involves many personal and complex impressions that are not
easily categorised and expressed in a questionnaire, that could be used to conduct a survey, but
can be best captured in a case study.

An experiment on the other hand could have also been considered a good way to see how the
salesperson actually tries to create the relationship. In an experimental setting, different
"dummy-buyers" could have featured different personal characteristics. The eventual reactions
by the salesman could have been provoked and thus really tested. The major drawbacks of an
experimental study is the limits to the context. To built an experimental setting, in which all the
factors that influence decision styles, are recreated, would have been to complex if at all
possible. Here again lies the advantage of the case study. Also conducting such an experiment
with a number of real salespeople seemed to be impossible, because of the restrained time and
funds that are budgeted for a thesis of this kind.

2.4.2 The case study design
In designing a case study, one has to define whether one wants to do a single or multiple case
study. Both designs allow for a holistic or embedded approach.37 This case study is designed as

                                               
32see: 1.2 purpose
33Yin, Robert K.; Case Study Research; SAGE Publications; 1984; p. 17
34Yin, Robert K.; Case Study Research; SAGE Publications; 1984; p. 13
35ibid, p.19
36Yin, Robert K.; Case Study Research; SAGE Publications; 1984; p. 15 ff
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a single case study. The single case is constituted by the examined industry. Within this case,
the focus is on many subunits of analysis. Embedded is a two country comparison between
Germany and Sweden. On the country level, altogether 7 firms can be distinguished between
producers and distributors. In the firms, 13 persons with customer contact have been
interviewed, which can be clustered in two hierarchical levels in the organisations. These 13
interviewees described 56 relationships, which are grouped into good and problematic
relationships.

The multiple case study design was avoided, because the study was not intended to compare
different units of analysis. To see every interview as an independent case would be
"considering multiple cases similar to multiple respondents in a survey".38 In this study, the
multiple respondents are part of the case. A multiple case study setting is more suitable for a
study where replication can explain a phenomenon. In the context of the present study,
additional cases that have their background in different industries that are exposed to the same
conditions would be needed to be able to compare. Certainly there are some other industries
that are in the transition away from regulation. To study these, and then compare to the study
that is presented here, is left to future research.

An embedded case study design was chosen, because the research question involves more than
just one unit of analysis. It is about multiple relations with-in the one industry. The study is
focused on relations in a subunit of the industry and not on all kinds of relations in the industry.
Therefore a holistic view was shunned.

2.5 Why this industry?
Other than the coincidence of the sponsorship by a utility company, why is this industry in
particular so interesting for this study?

The historical development of the regulated businesses has shaped them in a way, so that the
organisation and orientation of the firms has gone a different way, than the ones of the
businesses that had to operate in a more free and unstable environment. While the regulated
businesses were initiated by the governments (by that the public often held majority ownership,
either on regional or state level) in order to supply for the nations infrastructure whatever was
thought necessary, the utilities also had to obey certain rules. One of these rules was most of
the time controlled pricing, which allowed for only moderate returns. In turn they were granted
protection for their investment by means of a monopoly, so that the investment returns were
secured.

The utility industry is now undergoing a change from such an regulated industry into a more
market oriented industry. Market orientation can be seen as synonymous to customer
orientation, since the customers (including marketing intermediaries) constitute the market.
Since everyone needs the utilities, the customers can also be set equal to the public, which
might have different interests as an aggregate body from the individual customer.

The interesting point is that formerly, the utilities did not have to consider the customers
wishes and desires as voiced directly by the customer. The contents of the service or product
was regulated and so was the area that could be served. The utility businesses do now find

                                                                                                                                                  
37Yin, Robert K.; Case Study Research; SAGE Publications; 1984; p.41ff
38ibid, p. 48
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themselves confronted with the scenario of deregulation. They are looking to find ways to
reorganise and adapt to a future market driven business. Here, the presented research can be
especially helpful, since not very much work has been done in this direction, compared to other
"normal " industries.
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2.6 Choice of case companies and interviewees
At the beginning, the tutor to this thesis, Dr. Rikard Larsson, introduced the possibility of
conducting the research in the utility industry. Through previous experience of supervising
research activity that was related to this industry, he had established good contacts to
Enersearch. As mentioned before, Enersearch is a joint venture by Sydkraft and IBM. Sydkraft
is the second largest electrical power producer in Sweden, and as such has close contacts to
the various re-sales and distribution companies throughout Sweden. These relations are based
on long term contracts and only in few instances (like Malmö Energi) on ownership. In
Sweden, since January 1996, the grid company has to be, at least in the books, separated from
the selling and buying company. As a consequence, most regional utilities have formed new
companies that now exclusively take care of the buying and selling of energy. Thereby they are
free to buy from any power producer that is available. Selling energy includes selling electrical
power, district heating and gas. One example is Blekinge Energi, which evolved from the
selling departments of three regional grid companies. The sales company markets energy to the
final customer.

Sydkraft is also closely related to the German PreussenElektra AG, as PreussenElektra holds a
17.4% stake in Sydkraft via its daughter PreussenElektra Skandinavia AB.39 Both companies
are also partners in the Baltic Cable AB, which operates the Baltic Cable used to transmit
electrical power between Sweden and Germany.

In Germany, PreussenElektra has linked several regional utilities by part ownership to its
corporation. The two largest are Hastra and Schleswag.40 In Germany, the regional utilities
operate the network as well as they do buy and sell the energy that is distributed. For the
regional utilities that are connected with PreussenElektra, PreussenElektra is the main supplier
of energy.

In establishing contacts to the various companies, Mr. Hans Ottosson of Enersearch/Sydkraft
played an important role. He holds many contacts especially in the Swedish industry and
offered his help by suggesting numerous companies and persons that would be promising to
contact. The author learned to appreciate this help very much, for when he tried to establish
such contacts by himself, he noticed the very tense situation that these companies are in. The
very recent deregulation in Sweden put so much time strain on the companies, that it was only
possible to get the opportunity for an interview on recommendation. The first interviewees
themselves were again helpful in establishing further contacts.

Since the author is a native German, Mr. Ottosson also helped in establishing the contact to
PreussenElektra in Germany, through which the German companies were contacted.

In Germany, the selection of the interviewees was done by Mr. Bischoff of PreussenElektra,
who co-ordinated my visit in Germany. He held a description of the subject and the purpose of
the interview that was supplied by the author. He then accordingly addressed the sales
departments. For the selection, the only condition was that the interviewees should have
customer contact. Mr. Bischoff arranged 3 interviews at PreussenElektra, 1 at Hastra and 2 at
Schleswag. Hastra and Schleswag belong to the PreussenElektra AG. The dates were set in
order to conduct all interviews within a week, since the interviews had to be held in Germany,
and the author did not have the resources to travel back and forth for every interview.

                                               
39PreussenElektra AG; Daten und Fakten 1996; Hannover; 1996
40PreussenElektra, Geschäftsbericht 1994
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In Sweden, the interviews with the energy sales companies were scheduled individually by the
author. Two interviews each at Blekinge Energy, Karlskrona Affärsverken, Malmö Energy and
one at C4 Kristianstad were held. The list of persons and dates of interviews can be found in
the appendix A.

2.7 Data collection

2.7.1 Secondary data
Some magazines featured programs of conventions about the examined subject, and so enabled
me to contact several relevant people in the industry, especially in Germany. I called, sent
letters and faxed to those people, and asked them whether they could contribute with
additional information or further sources of information to my work. Some of the material that
was supplied by them showed how other utilities as the one studied here tackled the problem
of enhanced customer focus. Also PreussenElektra, one of the companies in which I held
interviews, was very helpful to supply information material that was compiled from different
sources by the "Informationszentrale für Elektrizitätswirtschaft". Further information was
gained from annual reports and company newspapers that were issued by the companies that
participated in this study.

2.7.2 Primary data
Qualitative data was collected by means of interviews. For estimating the customer style,
focused interviews were thought to be the best way of estimating the customer Decision Style.
(see 2.4.1 Why a case study?)

A participant observation would have been a possible way to study the approaches towards the
customer that are presently taken. Introduced as a sales-assistant, one would have had the
chance to experience the skills of the salesman at first hand. This alternative study method was
ruled out because the author does not have such a position.

More feasible was the thought about an observation. In order to see how the salesperson
works the different customer relationships, one could have accompanied him to the actual
customers as an observer. Here the effects of the presence of the researcher can not be
estimated. The effect might have been distorting. Also, since relation building is a long term
matter, this alternative would have blown the budgets.

The drawbacks of interviews are, that the information that can be gathered is very likely
opinionated. By interviewing only one side of the communication parties, only one point of
view can be heard. But to interview the other side, i.e. the customers with whom these
reported relationships were built, was not an option that the selling company would have
allowed. They were afraid to bother the customer too much.

All together 13 interviews with persons that have customer contact were held. 6 in Germany as
the still regulated market and 7 in Sweden, as the just recently deregulated market. The
interviewees were asked to complete a questionnaire that determined their Decision Styles. In
the actual interview, the persons were asked to report about ca. 3 rather good and ca. 3 rather
problematic customer relationships, and to describe the personality of the customer.
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By good or problematic relationship, not the business success, but the personal relationship
between the parties is ment. It is well possible that the customer and the sales representative
have built a very favourable relationship, allthough the customer had to buy from some other
supplier, because of reasons beyond their control. Also, mainly in a monopolistic market, it is
thinkable that the customer accounts for a considerable amount of turnover although the
relationship is rather problematic.

In total, 56 customer relationships could be evaluated according to the description by the
interviewees.

Quantitative data was retrieved by means of the questionnaire. The questionnaire is the most
precise tool to determine the Decision Style of the respondent, that is known to the author.

2.7.3 Conducting the interview
The interviews started out with an introduction to the subject and the work to which the
interviewed contributes. This should have given the interviewed the security to know and
understand for what his later answers and reports were going to be used. Also did the author
make sure, that the interviewed knows about the support to this work from his superiors, so
that he would not have to be afraid that he will be criticised later for wasting time with the
interview, or for disclosure of too much data. Also the author, who was conducting the
interviews, was introduced, so that the interviewed knew who he dealt with.

All these measures were intended to create an atmosphere in which the interviewed feels more
like an informant or even teacher rather than a respondent. He should in no case feel tested.41

Since the intention of the interview is to get to know what happened during the "construction
period" and also about the maintenance of the relationship, the interviewer relied heavily on the
salesperson to tell the story. The questions were not prepared in a sense that they demand a
certain answer, but should rather provoke to answer in a free and story telling way (see a
summary of the answers in appendix C). The interviewer hoped to control the interview, in that
I tried to keep the focus on the personal actions and reactions of the interviewee and customer.

One important part was to keep the focus on the personality of the customer. The customer
should have been described as a person not as an organisation. Here, some interviewees
seemed to have some difficulties. This might be explained by the way the question was posed.
Another explanation is that the relationships are on a level in the organisation that stays very
professional, and does allow for a more personal relationship only in rare instances. This might
also be the reason why some interviewees had difficulties with describing a more problematic
relationship with a customer.

2.7.4 Contents of the interviews
The interviewed persons were asked to tell about their general approach that they take towards
the customer. Eventual training in this direction, official guidelines that are issued by the
superiors or other formal approaches were intended to be found out. Maybe even a general
rule that the salesperson found and uses for himself could exist.

The next part of the interview focused on single relationships that the interviewee created in
the past. He was asked to report about three relationships that were, in his view a success, and
                                               
41Yin, Robert K.; Case Study Research, SAGE Publications; 1984; p. 82 ff
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three that went sour. He should report about the reasons why the relationship turned out the
way it did from his point of view, and also taking in consideration the personal aspects of such
a relationship. The questions were oriented along the line of the evaluation matrix (see table
2.1).

Finally, the interviewed were asked to complete a questionnaire that enabled the author to
determine the Decision Style of the salesperson, according to the Driver Decision Style Model.
(see chapter 3. Theory).

The interviews in Germany were held in German. The interviews in Sweden were held in
English, which posed generally no problem. The questions were to be answered in a descriptive
way, so that an eventual lack of language skills could be made up by a more illustrated answer.
In this case, also some notions of the Swedish language by the author helped to understand the
interviewed.

In the last part of the interview, the interviewee was asked to complete a questionnaire that
determined his Decision Style. In Germany, most of the questionnaires were completed in the
presents of the interviewer who helped in clarifying some questions. But having the
questionnaire completed while the interviewer was present, seemed to prolong the interview
unnecessarily. As a consequence, some Swedish interviewees were just handed the
questionnaire, so that they could complete it at their convenience.

2.7.5 About the questionnaire
The questionnaire is originally written in English (see appendix I). It is a reliable and tested
method to determine the "two validated psychological measures of style": operating and role
style.42 For the interviews in Sweden, I used an already existing Swedish version. For the
interviews in Germany, I translated the questionnaire into German (see appendix K). To ensure
the validity of the translation, 5 native German students with good English language skills
completed the questionnaire in English and German. Their results in the test for the role style
(Driver-Streufert Complexity Index) were sufficiently similar to validate the translation. The
results for the operating style assessment test (Driver Decision Style Exercise) were rather
different. Since this could not be explained by difficulties in translating by the author, Dr.
Jackson, English professor at the University of Passau, Germany, kindly helped and reviewed
the translation. But also he did attest, with the exception of minor, writing style related
corrections, that the translation was congruent in meaning and understanding with the English
original. The differences in the operating style assessment are therefore explained by the author
with fatigue of the tested persons. The author has the impression that the students who
volunteered to take both tests were too soon annoyed with especially the very abstract way the
questions are posed. Also were they not concentrated and therefore easily distracted.
Comparing the items can become tiring very soon. I suppose that the students did not pay
much attention to their answers after a short while. The questions in the role style assessment
are much more straight forward and less exhausting to answer. Nevertheless are the answers
by the interviewees considered to be valid, since they took the test only once and are supposed
to be more concentrated when answering the questions. The professionality of the interviewees
justifies this assumption.

                                               
42Driver M.J; Brousseau, K.R. & Hunsaker P.L.; The Dynamic Decision Maker: Five Decision Styles for
Executive and Business Success; Jossey-Bass, 1993, p. 67
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Again, the questionnaire consists of the "Driver Decision Style Exercise" to determine the
operating style, and the "Driver-Streufert Complexity Index" that is used to determine the role
style of a person.43

The answers from the interviewees were sent to the U.S.A. where they were processed. The
results were generated by a tested computer program and sent back to Sweden. The
questionnaire as well as the program is owned by Decision Dynamics Corporation.

2.8 Data Analysis
The foremost data analysis was the approximation of the customer Decision Styles. The notes
that were taken while listening to the reports about each individual customer, were analysed
according to the values of the matrix shown in chapter 3, table 3.2. For each relationship, a
corresponding matrix was created and filled with the fitting remarks by the interviewee. In the
attempt to classify each customer into a Decision Style, the number of fitting characteristics
were counted for each style. The customer was awarded the Decision Style that had the most
"characteristical fits" in his matrix (see appendix C). Thereby, a differentiation between role-
and operating style, as well as between primary and backup style was unrealisable.

The qualitative data that was collected by means of interviews was thus by this indexation
converted into somehow quantitative data (see also table 4.2). The customers were classified
before the results of the questionnaires and thus the Decision Syles of the interviewees were
known to the author. This "blind approach" was thought to prevent the classification process
from additional bias (see 2.9 for further discussion of this approach). The Decision Styles of
the interviewee were determined by the questionnaire and so delivered quantitative data from
the beginning (see table 4.1).

In a next step, both sets of quantitative data were then combined with the goal of computing a
customer fit index based on the Decision Styles. Out of the awareness, that the results of the
index are sensitive to how the logic that is used to determine this index is created, several
different logics were thought of. The five most promising logics are based on the two
dimensions of Decision Styles (solution focus and information use), environmental load and the
individual styles.44 The five logics were tested with actual data. Thereby, the difference
between the four kinds of style (primary, backup, role and operating) were taken into account.
The results were then compared to arrive at the most accurate logic. The favoured logic was
perceived as the one that provided the best explanation of the quality of the relationship. The
comparison of the different logics also served the purpose of a sensitivity analysis in terms of
which components of a logic were the most explanatory.

The best logic was then applied for a further comparative analysis between the different
subunits of the case. Ultimately, problematic versus good relationships, the superiority of the
interviewees, the firms and finally the countries were compared. Figure 2.1 illustrates the
structure of these later comparisons.

                                               
43Driver M.J; Brousseau, K.R. & Hunsaker P.L.; The Dynamic Decision Maker: Five Decision Styles for
Executive and Business Success; Jossey-Bass, 1993, p. 239-251
44see chapter 3 for detailed explanation of the dimensions.
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Figure 2.1: Structure of the comparative data analysis

On the bottom level, the 56 individual customer relationships serve as base for the
development of the logics that are used for indexation. The 13 interviewees can be grouped
considering various determinants. Here, in one comparison, the interviewees are assorted
considering the rank in the organisation that they have. In the other comparison, the styles of
the interviewees were the grouping variable. On the firm level, the 7 firms are clustered by
their activity, i.e. if they are producing or only distributing. Finally, the interviewees are
grouped by their nationalities.

One has to bear in mind that these later comparisons are only made out of exploratory
curiousness. They suffer from the shortcomings as they have already been mentioned in the
delimitations. The main data analysis concerns the complete 56 customer relationships and
their style fit index.

Groups of the sample have also been statistically tested. Thereby the data was arranged into
contingency tables in which the columns represent the relationship quality sorted by customer
style, and the rows represent interviewee groups. The relationship quality can either be good or
problematic. The interviewees were grouped into an either Decisive / Hierarchic group or in a
Flexible / Integrative group. The selecting variable for the grouping of the interviewees was the
role and operating style combination. In this analysis, the chi-square test for two independent
samples has been used to test the hypothesis that the independent groups differ in the
frequency with which the group members fall into one relationship quality category.

2.9 Criticism of data collection and analysis
The main criticism of the data collection and analysis concerns the approximation of the
customer Decision Style. The used method to determine the customer style, is the best known
to the author, in a situation where no concrete results by means of the questionnaire can be
attained. Using the "blind approach", where I did not know the styles of the interviewees when
I estimated the customer styles, seemed the most reliable approach. Yet, it is the weakest link
of the analysis. Due to the at times inevitable subjectivity of the interpretation of the reports,
and the impossible differentiation between role and operating style, as well as primary and
backup style, the index contains a multitude of sources of noise. Another component of noise
is the eventual cultural bias that was introduced through the fact that the author is, in view of
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his German descent, closer to one group of interviewees than to the other. This manifested also
in the languages used, and might have accounted for an additional interpretive noise in
estimating the customer styles. As will be explained later, the Decision Styles depend also on
situational perception by the person. As situations change, the applied Decision Style changes.
The point at which the change in situation triggers a change in Decision Style might be also
culturally influenced. Hence, independent of the interviewer, might the difference in cultural
context of the interviewees add to the noise.

If a pattern, which has clear contrasts between good and problematic customer fits exists, this
noise would make it harder to detect it. Consequently, if the results from this examination can
not prove a correlation between Decision Styles and customer relationship quality, it does not
necessarily prove that there is none. On the contrary, if it shows a rather destinct pattern in
spite of all the noise, the assumption that the contrast would be even stronger with the
interpretation of the customer styles being more precise, is imminent.

Through the interpretation of the reports by the author, some customers could not be precisely
classified. They were then awarded a combination of at the most two styles. Unfortunately was
this the trigger for many complications in the attempt to generate the logic for fit-analysis.

In feedback sessions with some interviewees, where the Dynamic Decision Style Model was
more thoroughly explained to them, those who remembered the described relationship could
confirm the estimation. Probably a better and more accurate estimation could have been
achieved by a professionally trained Decision Style trainer. The author has no such professional
training or long term experience. Also were the interviewed persons not at all acquainted with
the Decision Styles. But even with this training and knowledge, does the estimation remain
difficult.

The author was aware of these problems from the start, and therefore did not consider to
include the Systemic style in the estimation. As will be described below, the Systemic style is
the hardest to detect, and can, under the circumstances, easily be interpreted as either
Hierarchic or Integrative style.
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3. Theoretical framework

3.1 Dynamic Decision Style Model
The Dynamic Decision Style Model as presented by Driver et. al. categorises people along two
dimensions: information use and solution focus. Using these two dimensions, 5 styles in which
people can be categorised are generated: Decisive, Flexible, Hierarchic, Integrative and
Systemic.45 Thereby one differentiates between role and operating style. The two styles can
then again be differentiated into primary and backup style.

First dimension: Information Use
In order to reach a decision, people need to know about what they are going to decide. Some
want to have more information than others until they act. On the one end, there are those that
basically only need to know what the decision is about, and they reach one. They decide here
and now and worry about the next step when they are faced with it. "You cross the bridge
when you get there!" seems to be a saying that characterises such a personality. Driver calls it a
"satisficer". Such a person is satisfied with comparatively less information in order to decide.46

On the other end of the scale of information use, there are those that want to know where the
bridges are long before they get there, how wide they are, how much weight they can carry
etc.. There are people, that, before they take a decision, want to know as much as possible
about the subject that is decided upon, in order not to be surprised later by anything that they
did not anticipate before. They analyse thoroughly the situation, and then reach one or more
high quality solutions, even if that means that they might take longer and use more resources in
order to decide. Such an information using style is titled "maximising style". Using this style,
one tries to maximise the information one holds in order to decide.47

The first information one receives generally leads to more initial insight about the subject, than
information that follows after having already collected some data. Figure 3.1 illustrates the
behaviour of maximizers versus satisficers in the context of information usage (quantity) and
value of information. It shows that satisficers are sooner ready to decide and then stop looking
for information. Maximizers on the contrary, keep looking for information until there is no
additional value in collecting more information, and only then reach a decision. But also after
they have reached a conclusion, are they receptive for eventual additional information.

                                               
45Driver M.J; Brousseau, K.R. & Hunsaker P.L.; The Dynamic Decision Maker: Five Decision Styles for
Executive and Business Success; Jossey-Bass, 1993, pp. 1-17
46ibid, p.5
47ibid
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Figure 3.1: Source: Driver et al. p.6

One assumption is, that if personalities with opposing habits of information usage meet, there
is potential for frustration. The maximising personality for example, would tell the satisficing
person a story in all detail. Although the satisficer might be initially interested, he/she might be
very soon bored with the intricate report by the maximizer. On the other hand, if the maximizer
wants to be informed by the satisficer, the short explanations by the satisficer are likely
received as very shallow by the maximizer.

Second dimension: Solution Focus
People also differ in the number of solutions they come up with on base of the information that
they have gathered. People that use the data that they have collected about one subject for
generating one single solution are classified as "uni focus". A uni focus person sets his/her
mind on one for him /her best result that he/she has come up with, and stays with it.

A person that comes up with multiple solutions to a problem, that in his/her view are all good
solutions, is of the "multi focus" type. Such a person uses the information to generate various
different solution alternatives. Figure 3.2 illustrates the solution focus.

Data

Data

unifocus

multifocus

one solution

several solutions

Figure 3.2: Source: Driver et. al. p. 9
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Driver also derives an assumption for personality fit from solution focus. A conflict might
occur when a multifocus person interacts with a uni focus person. The unifocus might feel that
the opposite is unstable and does not know what he/she wants, since the multifocus person
comes up with many alternatives. On the other side, the multifocused side might feel that the
unifocus person is too narrow minded and rigid.48

3.2 The five Decision Styles
From the two dimensions that were described above, Driver derives five Decision styles.
Figure 3.3 illustrates their positioning along the two dimensions.

Decisive

Flexible

Hierarchic

Integrative

Systemic

Information Use

Focus
Solution-

unifocus

multifocus

low high
Satisficers Maximizers

Figure 3.3: Source: Driver et. al., p. 12

The Decisive Style
The Decisive style is the unifocus, satisficer style. People that predominantly use this style, use
short sentences and favour short answers that are to the point. They select information that
gives them a quick insight into the matter. Then they quickly decide for a single solution on
base of moderate amounts of information. The decision is not elaborated to stand up in the far
future. This style is a "get-things-done-now" style. Decisives try to be as efficient as possible
and consequently "wasting time is a serious offence" for them.49

The Flexible style
The Flexible style is the multifocus, satisficer style. People that normally use this style do use
relatively few information, as the Decisives do, but "interpret the same information in different

                                               
48Driver M.J; Brousseau, K.R. & Hunsaker P.L.; The Dynamic Decision Maker: Five Decision Styles for
Executive and Business Success; Jossey-Bass, 1993, p.10 f
49ibid, p.18 ff
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ways at different times, depending on the point of view they currently hold." While a Decisive
stays with his one decision, the Flexible tries to keep an open view on things and might change
his mind very quickly on how things should be solved, depending on the changes in the
environment. People with this style are considered to be adaptable and seek to avoid conflict
with others.50

The Hierarchic style
The Hierarchic style is a unifocus, maximising style. Hierarchics collect large amounts of
information in order to assess the situation into very detail. They then plot a plan for a single
solution, which is also very carefully outlined in every aspect. This solution is the one best
solution that they come up with, not the next best. In contrast to the speedy Decisive and
Flexibles, the Hierarchic's course of action seems more thoughtful and long term oriented.
Thereby they value not merely the result of the action, but put emphasis on how the result is
achieved.51

The Integrative style
The Integrative style is a multifocus, maximising style. Integratives use a lot of information to
come up with a bundle of ideas which can be used to come to a solution. Thereby they
interpret the information in a variety of ways, just like Flexibles. The difference to the Flexible
is that Integratives do not generate one course of action until they see reason to change, but
consider all possibilities of interpretation of the information at once. 52

The Systemic style
The Systemic style is a maximising style that combines solution focus elements of the
Hierarchic and the Integrative style. According to their maximising component, Systemics
elaborate over a vast amount of information in order to come up with a solution. They thereby
combine information of all kinds and often unrelated areas. They also come up with a
prioritised bundle of solutions, of which each is very particular. These plans are "...both
unifocused and multifocused. (They are) unifocused in terms of the single, distant unifying
goal, but (they are) multifocused in that (they) will contain many different subgoals or targets
that lean toward the distant goal and many tactics and strategies for hitting those targets."53

The Systemic style can not be a role style.

3.3 The change of styles with the situation

                                               
50ibid, p. 22 ff
51ibid, p. 25 ff
52Driver M.J; Brousseau, K.R. & Hunsaker P.L.; The Dynamic Decision Maker: Five Decision Styles for
Executive and Business Success; Jossey-Bass, 1993, p. 29 ff
53ibid, p. 33 ff
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People make use of different styles in different situations. The Dynamic Decision Style Model
differentiates two variables that trigger change: the environmental load situation and the
conscious situation in reference to others.

With environmental load, the work load, or bluntly stress as it is perceived by the person is
meant. Stress is constituted by more than merely time pressure. It also includes the complexity
of the problem, the importance, the uncertainty and the risk involved. In respect to information
processing, people in general tend to process less information when the load is low. More
information is used with rising environmental pressure. If the pressure grows to a level which is
considered above average, the amount of information processed drops to a lower level again.54

This behaviour is illustrated in figure 3.4.

High

Low High

Information
processing

a b
Environmental load

Figure 3.4: Source Driver et. al.; p.41

Two areas of load can be identified: one area between low load and a, together with the area
between b and high load, and the area between a and b. The area between a and b is considered
the moderate load area, the other two are combined in the high / low load area. These areas are
also used to classify focusing behaviour. The unifocus styles are more prominent with
increasing pressure from moderate to high environmental load (and vice versa).

Depending on the person, the width of the areas varies. The area which has the most width is
the persons primary load area. The style that is used in this area is referred to as the primary
style. The style that is used alternatively in the less wide area is the backup style.55 Changes
between the load areas and thus between primary and backup style, occur many times a day,
depending on the at times perceived pressure. Basically, the primary style is the style that is
used most often.

Styles do not only change with environmental (work) load, but also with the situation the
person finds itself in with regard to others. The Dynamic Decision Style Model identifies two

                                               
54ibid, p. 38 ff
55ibid, p. 44
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such situations. The first is described as when the person is conscious about his / her
behaviour. In such a situation, one feels the need to leave a positive impression on others, and
therefore one acts as one thinks one is supposed to act in such a situation. One tries to be
exemplary. Driver refers to it as the role style, but also public style is a good description.56 This
style is in contrast with the other situation that the Decision Style Model describes: the
operating style. This style is used when a person sees more the decision or the problem that is
to be solved than him- / herself. In this style, the person is least conscious about his / her
behaviour but concentrated on the issue. Accordingly, this style can be observed most
frequently when a person is in its usual environment, where no need to impress anyone exists.

Summing up, four situations where different styles can be used are distinguished. The primary
role style is the style that a person mainly applies when it feels tested. Its backup rolestyle is
the alternative depending on the environmental load. The primary operating style is the style
that one mainly uses in a customary surrounding with no need to impress. The backup
operating style applies where the workload changes from the predominant load to the lesser
perceived load in the operating style.

3.4 The communication between styles
Each style features particular qualities in communication. According to the Dynamic Decision
Style Model, persons with the same style communicate the best.57 Figure 3.3 shows a table
where the five Decision Styles are aligned along the two dimensions. Styles that are positioned
adjacent to each other, still have a good base for communication. They have at least one
common denominator. It is either information use in the vertical direction or solution focus as
a horizontal neighbour. Things become more difficult when the Decision Styles are opposite of
each other, i.e. located diagonal. Such a relationship is titled toxic.

Typical toxic relationships are Decisives with Integratives and Flexibles with Hierarchics. The
Systemic decision style is a bit more complex, since it is adjacent in focus to the Hierarchic and
Integrative styles. It is likewise a maximising style, and can therefore also be considered
adjacent in information use. Toxic relationships develop between Systemics and the satisficing
styles. Although each of the satisficing styles shares parts of the solution focus with the
Systemic, the large differences in information use do not bring them together.58

Some strengths and weaknesses in communication as they are featured by the individual styles
are listed in table 3.1.

                                               
56ibid, p. 55
57ibid, p. 103
58ibid, p. 110
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Decisives Flexibles Hierarchics

Positives Negatives Positives Negatives Positives Negatives

Clear
Concise
Frank
Action oriented

Superficial
Poor listener
Blunt
Cocky
Rigid

Intuitive
Open-minded
Adaptable
Informal
Congenial
Humorous

Shallow
Uncommitted
Vacillating
Too nonchalant
Too agreeable
Flippant

Thorough
Prepared
Logical
Committed
Visionary

Nit-picking
Too
domineering
Arrogant
Rigid
Too intense

Integratives Systemics

Positives Negatives Positives Negatives

Knowledgeable
Open-minded
Good listener
Patient
Creative
Tolerant

Too intellectual
Impractical
Confusing
Too soft
Disorganised

Many-sided
Knowledgeable
Patient
Careful
Thorough
Systematic

Vague
Arrogant
Too slow
Too conservative
Overly complex
Too structured
Secretive

Table 3.1: Decision Styles and communication. Source: Driver et al., p. 105

3.5 Sales and style communication
As developed before, a functioning high quality communication is a very important component
in selling. If the Decision Styles are to be used to explain good versus problematic customer
relationships, corresponding patterns of style fit should evolve from a study of customer
relationships. Thus, the hypothesis for this study is, that the well functioning customer
relationships have a much higher degree of fit than the problematic customer relationships. If
this proposition holds true, and Decision Styles can be used to explain customer relationship
quality, then a training in Decision Styles should be valued very high by every salesperson.
Adapting to the style of the customer would similarly mean adapting to his/her communication
style. The major points in adapting to the individual customer style; i.e. on what to consider
when communicating with the distinct customer, is listed in figure 3.5.
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Uni-focus

Decisive Hierarchic

Be on time.

Be prepared and organised.

Present your proposal first. Get to the point quickly.
Be fast. Keep smiling.

Keep it businesslike. Avoid detail.

Relate your product or service to their goals and
objectives.

Be firm and self assured.

Propose clear solutions. Define benefits.

Get back to them and show bottom line results.

Be systematic, precise, informed.

Allow time for him/her to think it over. Schedule two
meetings.

Present information. Have facts and specifications
available. Back up claims with data.

Invite their input. Use logic.

Stress quality. Provide performance reviews from
other users.

Don't try to win an argument. Listen well. Don't
expect quick acceptance of your product.

List pluses and minuses.

Follow through on arguments. Thoroughly document.

Satisficer Maximizer

Flexible Integrative

Be on time. Allow time to talk.

Show initiative. Be bold. Take lead. Suggest new
ideas.

Stimulate their creativity.

Give illustrative examples.

Discuss possibilities. Listen to their hopes and
dreams.

Be fast. Don't overkill a subject. Move quickly.

Be sure they know what they've bought. Confirm
what they have bought.

Don't ask for long term commitments.

Get to know them.

Stress the relationship. Go slow.

Present the problem. Solve problem together.
Cooperate.

Have a variety of data sources.

Be sensitive to the human side.

Modify to meet their needs. Allow a lot of time to
discuss.

Avoid absolutes. Discuss hunches. Be open. Show
how product can meet two or more needs.

Be prepared to shift topics.

Multi-focus

Figure 3.5: Selling to a particular Decision Style. Source: Perrault / Brousseau.

As a general rule, the satisficers want to get as much done per unit of time as possible. So
naturally, time is very important for them. When dealing with them, one should cater to their
action orientation. The maximisers are more thinking oriented. They need to be well informed
and don't want to be preassured. Multifocus customers feel very comfortable when they have a
choice of offers. Also do they generally like it when the sales representative is able to follow
their ideas and can comment on the intuitions of a multifocus. The single focus customers are
less apt for a deep personal relationship. They have one solution in mind and like to hear an
offer only about what they have requested. A salesperson confronted with a single focus
customer that does not have enough experience to exactly know what he needs, should only
present one best solution in his offer.
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3.6 Customer fit
In determining customer fit, the above communication matrix forms the base for evaluation.
Considering that same styles result in the best customer communication, such a perfect fit is
supposed to occure more often in good relationships and much less in problematic ones. But
also styles that share one dimension, like maximisers and satisficers, or unifocus and multifocus
styles, are expected to account to the fit. Customer and seller should only in case of a
problematic communication have toxic personal relationships.

In several matching processes, where the quality of the reported customer relationships is
brought in relation to the style fit of the parties, the style fits are indexed and weighted
according to the style importance. A perfect fit should weight more than an adjacent fit. An
adjacent fit is defined as the styles shareing only one dimension. Consequently, in different
logics, a perfect fit between seller and customer style has been awarded more points, while an
adjacent fit accounted for fewer points. A toxic relationship, or in terms of communication
habits, a toxic communication, leads to a reduction in index points.

The different frequencies of style use have also been considered. The primary styles, since they
are predominant, have more weight in the indexation than the backup styles. The logics are
also designed to take the different circumstances under which styles are used into account. So
mainly a difference between role and operating style is made. But also isolating logics, like
solely looking at information use or solution focus, are applied.

Analysing all logics, a tendency for the good customer relationships to have higher index point
scores than the problematic relationships needs to be detected in order to prove that Decision
Styles can explain the quality of customer relationships.

3.7 Assessing customer style
Each Decision Style can be recognised by its distinct features. The most accurate method to
observe these features are the already mentionned questionnaire (see appendix I and K). If the
questionnaire can not be used, a different method to determine the style of a person must be
applied.

By interaction with a person, the categories as shown in the left column in table 3.2 give a
useful guide for questions to ask about a person. If any of the proposed answers fit the person,
the evaluated person can be estimated to have the matching style. The more attributes fit the
description of one style, the more probable is that the person uses the corresponding style.
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Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative

Appearance neat,
strong features,
intent expression

looking attractive,
relaxed,
humorous
expression

thoughtful, serious
expression

somewhat amused,
animated expression

Cloth conventional simple trendy, aesthetic,
casual

formal, status
symbols, elegant
quality

less neat,
unconventional,
creative

Listening short attention span;
wants bottom line;
eyes "glaze" over if
input too long or
rambling

short attention span,
likes humour, likes
many alternatives

long attention span,
likes to see data,
likes organised
approach, wants to
argue or correct

long attention span,
wants to "built on "
ideas, likes long
discussion

Information
search

uses experience in
familiar areas, gets
one expert view in
unfamiliar areas

collect ideas from
several sources,
relies on intuitions,
most recent data key

uses past procedures
in familiar areas,
intense data
collection in new
areas

collects many data
in many ways

Creativity use prefer the tried and
true

likes quick intuitive
hunches,
brainstorming

highly rational
attitude may block
creativity

constant and
complex idea
generation, building
on others

Interaction task-focused, tense talkative, agrees,
changes topic, brief
statements

controlling, argues,
long speeches,
summarises

generates many
alternatives, seeks
others' views, long
comments, seeks
consensus

Body language serious, leans
forward, taps on
table, consults
clock, few gestures,
stays in one place

shifts posture and
position, smiles,
many gestures,
doodles

serious, arms
folded, stippling
fingers, stands up,
consults data

leans back with
arms behind head,
animated emotion,
sketches

Small talk a few polite remarks stream of light
comments and
humour

"heavy" inquiry on
issues

creative discussion
of new ideas,
questions about
other person

Pace self generated time
pressure, deadline
focus, likes
schedules

seems "laid back"
but wants to get
through each issue
quickly, easily bored

quality more
important than
being on time,
moves fast on
familiar problems,
slower in new areas

low concern for
time, ideas and
process are more
important, often
late, upset by time
pressure

Table 3.2: Matrix for customer style evaluation

Here again, the cultural bias might distort the evaluation to a large extent. What is considered
e.g. "talkative" in one cultural context, might be rather quiet in another. Also might the display
of "prestige" be a serious offence in one country, while it is considered righteous in the other.
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Consequently do the questions, and thus the answers, have different weights in different
cultural contexts.

4. Empirical Study
Here, the results of the data collection and analysis are presented. This chapter fills the
theoretical framework that has been introduced in the former chapter with real figures.

4.1 Tested Styles (the interviewees)
Through the computer analysis of the answers that were given by the interviewees to the
questionnaire, the following Decision Styles were determined:

Interviewee Role
style

Operating
style Position

GERMANY D F H I D F H I S

A 3 � 3 � 2 2 � � - E

B 2 � 3 � � 2 4 4 � M

C 4 3 � � 2 2 � � - E

D � � 3 3 2 � 4 4 � M

E � 1 1 � 1 � 3 � - M

F � 2 � 2 � � 2 2 - M

X � � 3 4 � 2 2 � - E

Average Germany: 4,2 3,2 3 3,3 2,4 3,1 3,1 4,3 (1,1)

SWEDEN

G � 4 3 � � 2 5 4 � E

H 1 � � 3 2 2 � � M

I 3 � � 3 2 2 � � M

K � 2 3 � � 2 4 4 � E

L 3 � 3 � � 2 2 � E

M � 4 4 � � 2 2 � M

N � 2 � 2 � � 2 1 E

Average Sweden: 3,3 3,6 3,6 3,6 2,7 2 3,1 4,1 (1,1)

Total average: 3,7 3,4 3,3 3,4 2,6 2,6 3,1 4,2 (1,1)
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Table 4.1: Decision Styles of the interviewees.
Legend: � = primary style, � = backup style. The number in the circle indicates the intensity
of the style; D = Decisive; F = Flexible; H = Hierarchic; I = Integrative; S = Systemic; M =
Managing level; E = Executive level.

Table 4.1 shows that while overall all styles are rather equally present, the satisficing role styles
are the slightly more common. This is indicated by the total number as well as by the total
averages of the intensities of the styles. The dominating operating style is the Integrative style.
Here a high average and the total number mark a clear distance to the other styles. The
Systemic operating style is held in brackets because it can not be compared to any role style
and also could not be estimated in the evaluation of the customer styles.

4.2 Estimated styles (the customers)
The interviewees have described 56 customer relationships from which the customer style
could be estimated. The detailed analysis of the interviews can be seen in appendix C. The
numbers in the table indicate the amount of relationships per good, problematic, customer style
and interviewee respectively.

Interviewee style of "good
customers"

style of
"problematic
customers"

row sum
good + prob.

= sum
D F H I D F H I

GERMANY
A 1 3 1 4+1=5
B 1 1 1 1 2+2=4
C 0.5 2.5 1 3+1=4
D 2.5 0.5 0.5 1.5 3+2=5
E 1 2 1 1 3+2=5
F 1 1 1+1=2
X - - - - - - - - -
Sum: 4 5 4 3 3 1.5 2.5 2

sub total: 16 sub total: 9 16+9=25
SWEDEN
G 1 1 1 - - - - 3+0=3
H 1 1 1 1 2+2=4
I 1 2 1.5 0.5 3+2=5
K 2 1 1 2 3+3=6
L 2 2 - - - - 4+0=4
M 1 1 1 1.5 1.5 3+3=6
N 1 1 1 2+1=3

Sum: 7 7 3 3 3 3 2.5 2.5
sub total: 20 sub total: 11 20+11=31

total: 36 total: 20 total: 56
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Table 4.2: Decision Styles of the described customers.
Legend: D = Decisive; F = Flexible; H = Hierarchic; I = Integrative; S = Systemic.

Table 4.2 presents the total number of estimated customer styles per interviewee, grouped into
reported good relationships, and reported problematic relationships. Where the customer style
could not be precisely estimated, the customer was divided between the styles. Consequently,
also in the sum, halv customers could result. In total, 36 good and 30 problematic relationships
have been reported. Interviewee X has not reported about relationships, but has completed the
questionnaire. Thus, his data was not included in applying the different logics which will be
presented below.

The styles of the interviewees and the Decision Styles of the customers are then used by
comparing them to index the fit of the styles in various ways, i.e. different logics.

4.3 Applying logic number one: Information use fit
This logic was developed to see if the dimension of information use by itself has some
explanatory power. In applying this logic, I supposed that a fit in information use between
primary interviewee style and a customer style should weight more than a fit of the backup
styles. Therefore, a primary fit has been awarded two points, a backup fit one point. A fit was
defined as the customer and the interviewee having the same information use. If the
information use did not match, minus two points were given to the primary style, and minus
one to the backup style misfit.

The sums of the points for each style and relationship quality were then divided by the number
of good or problematic relationships respectively. Table 4.3 shows the results. The way the
results were calculated is illustrated in appendix D.

Relationship
Quality

Number of
relationships

Ratio good relations Ratio problematic relations

Role Operating Role Operating

Sum of
points:

24 24 -12 -2

Good
relationships

36 0,67 0,67

Problematic
relationships

20 -0,60 -0,10

Table 4.3: Logic one: Results information use.

The results indicate a clear positive relationship between fit of information use and relationship
quality. In the results, the role style information use is the clearest indicator. With an index of
0,67 versus -0,60, the power of the information use dimension to explain relationship quality is
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considered to be confirmed. Also the operating styles support this conclusion by featuring a
lesser but still clear difference in index between good and problematic customers.

4.4 Applying logic number two: Solution focus fit
The purpose of applying logic number two was to see if the solution focus by itself could be
used as an explanation for relationship quality. Basically the same pattern of valuation was
used as in logic number one, only that the points were given in context of the solution focus.
For the same primary solution focus, two points were given. If the backup solution focus was
the same, one point was awarded. Accordingly, if the primary focus was different, minus two,
and in cases where the backup focus was different, minus one point was counted.

The assignment of points was rather problematic, since many customers were classified
between the solution focuses. The logic was thus performed with the ties or undecided style
relationships valued with 0.

The sums of the role and the operating style were then divided by the number of good /
problematic relationships used. Table 4.4 shows the results. The way the results were
calculated is illustrated in appendix E.

Relationship
Quality

Number of
relationships

Ratio good relations Ratio problematic relations

Role Operating Role Operating

Sum of
points:

-2 7 -18 1

Good
relationships

36 -0,06 0,19

Problematic
relationships

20 -0,90 0,10

Table 4.4: Logic two: Results solution focus

Like in logic one, the results reveal that the isolated dimension, which is here the role style fit,
is a strong indicator of relationship quality. The role solution focus fit is characterised by a
destinct distance between good and problematic relationships. The fact that the absolute
number is also negative does not imply that the relationship quality could not be explained by
the solution focus fit. It can be considered merely a consequence of the indexing. The
problematic relationships were much more negative than the good ones. The operating style
also supports the solution focus, although only very weak.
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4.5 Applying logic number three: Single styles - simple
index
The combination of the solution focus and the information use results in single Decision Styles.
The indexation of the individual fits was performed with two different index weights. In this
first trial, a perfect primary fit was counted with two points. A perfect backup style fit and
adjacent primary style fits were added with one point. Toxic primary styles were subtracted
with minus two. This indexation stressed the value of primary styles on purpose. Table 4.5
shows the results, the calculation can be reviewed in appendix F.

Relationship
Quality

Number of
relationships

Ratio good relations Ratio problematic relations

Role Operating Role Operating

Sum of
points:

39 17 -1 20

Good
relationships

36 1,08 0,47

Problematic
relationships

20 -0,05 1,00

Table 4.5: Logic three: Strong stress on primary styles.

The simple index again revealed a large distance between the indices of the good and
problematic role styles. The operating style was contradictory to the hypothesis in that it
showed a higher customer fit index for problematic relationships than for good relationships.
Out of this observation, the next logic was developed. The objective was to see whether a
different composition of the logic with less stress on primary styles could change the paradox
customer fit indices of the operating style.

4.6 Applying logic number four: Single styles - complex
index
In this second trial, where the single styles have been used, the emphasis on the primary style
was moderately relieved. Basically the same indexation as in logic number three was used, but
it was extended by introducing -1 point for toxic backup styles. Adjacent backup styles were
still counted with 0. The calculation can be reviewed in appendix G.

Relationship
Quality

Number of
relationships

Ratio good relations Ratio problematic relations

Role Operating Role Operating
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Sum of
points:

27 14 -5 12

Good
relationships

36 0,75 0,39

Problematic
relationships

20 -0,25 0,60

Table 4.6: Logic four, less stress on primary styles.

Also in this second trial, where the backup styles were given moderately more emphasis in
comparisant to logic number three, the operating styles contradict the hypothesis, although to a
lesser extend. The role styles still support the explanatory power of Decision Styles. The
difference of indices between logic three and logic four is more substantial for the operating
styles than for the role styles, which only changed marginally.

4.7 Applying logic number five: Load and styles
Logic number five is based on the curiosity about how the environmental load influences
customer relationship quality. The reasoning is, that although people use the primary style most
often, the real factor of influence might be the style that they use when under high/low load,
moderate high/low load or moderate load alternatively.

The original load dimensions result in primary and backup styles. This two style measure was
replaced by a three load measure, where in sum five degrees of load were derived from the
analysis of the questionnaires.

Figure 4.1 illustrates how load curves can differ between persons. Persons can have their
primary style under moderate load or high/low load respectively. If the curve in figure 4.1 is
mirrored in the middle, high and low load, as well as moderate high and moderate low load fall
together. This results in three degrees of load: high/low, moderate-high/low and moderate. If
the results from the questionnaire indicated that a primary style was used under high/low load,
it was counted as being prevalent under high/low and moderate-high/low. Was it indicated to
be used under moderate load, it was considered to show under moderate and moderate-
high/low load. A backup style was only considered once - either under high/low load or
moderate load. This reasoning is pictured in the lower half of figure 4.1.
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High

Low High
Environmental load

ML Moderate MH

Information
Processing

Primary high/low

Primary moderate

Primary high/low

A

B

A

B

Backup

Backup Backup

Figure 4.1: Load and style

Perfect style fits were awarded two points. Toxic style fits were subtracted with minus two
points. Adjacent fits were recognised to play a minor, but still important role and were thus
counted with one point. The sums were divided by the number of problematic or good
relationships respectively. The following table of indices resulted. For a closer look at how the
calculation proceeded, please refer to appendix H.

Relationship
Quality

Number of
relationships

Ratio good relationships Ratio problematic relationships

role style only Moderate Moderate
high/low

high/low Moderate Moderate
high/low

high/low

Sum of points: 4 30 28 5 -7 -2

Good
relationships

36 0,11 0,83 0,78

Problematic
relationships

20 0,25 -0,35 -0,10

operating style
only

Moderate Moderate
high/low

high/low Moderate Moderate
high/low

high/low

Sum of points: 6 2 35 1 12 15

Good
relationships

36 0,17 0,06 0,97

Problematic
relationships

20 0,05 0,60 0,75

Table 4.6: Results load and style.
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The results show that the higher/lower the load; i.e. the more to the outer extreme the load is,
the more valid are the Decision Styles in explaining the quality of customer relationships.
Translated into a tolerance theory, this also could imply that the tolerance for differences in
decision styles is the highest in medium load. In this load stretch, the task is adequately
interesting to consider the others' oppinion and to spent some personal resources on the
subject. Also the consequences of a decision in this load area are moderate, so that a good
degree of tolerance seems justified. The higher the load becomes, because time is running out
or because the task is becoming increasingly complex, the less tolerance for other ways of
making decisions is granted. The same implication holds for the situation when the load is
becoming extremely low. Here, when the task is becoming very undemanding and perceived as
absolute useless, the time spent with the task is likely perceived as a waste of time. Therefore
also the tolerance in dealing with other people about the matter decreases, for the waste of
time and other resources would want to be held minimal. One does not want to spend the
energy, neither does one see the use of efforts to be tolerant. In terms of opportunity cost, the
cost of dealing with the matter is likely to be lowest in moderate load. The higher/ lower the
load becomes, the higher the opportunity costs for dealing with the subject.

4.8 Holistic pattern analysis
While the five preceding logics take partial views on the data, in that they sum up the indices of
the individual customer relationships, does the following statistical approach take the
interdependencies within the sample into consideration.

Looking at the role and operating style combinations of the interviewees, one can cluster the
sample into the following four groups: the German interviewees D,E and F were grouped in a
Decisive / Hierarchic group, where as A,B and C were put together in a Flexible / Integrative
group. The same groups were created for the Swedish interviewees, where G,K and N made
the Decisive / Hierarchic group and H,I and L the Flexible / Integrative group. M was not
considered in the grouping because the tested styles did not allow a categorisation. Table 4.7
shows the single tables.

GERMANY SWEDEN TOTAL

Decisive Decisive Decisive

+ - Σ + - Σ + - Σ

D/H 3,5 0 3,5 D/H 4 0,5 4,5 D/H 7,5 0,5 8

I/F 0,5 3 3,5 I/F 3 1 4 I/F 3,5 4 7,5

Total 4 3 7 Total 7 1,5 8,5 Total 11 4,5 15,5

χ2= 5,25 p= 0,05 χ2= 0,2810 p= 0,7 χ2= 4,1649 p= 0,05

Flexible Flexible Flexible

+ - Σ + - Σ + - Σ
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D/H 3,5 1,5 5 D/H 2 1,5 3,5 D/H 5,5 3 8,5

I/F 1,5 0 1,5 I/F 4 0 4 I/F 5,5 0 5,5

Total 5 1,5 6,5 Total 6 1,5 7,5 Total 11 3 14

χ2= 0,585 p= 0,5 χ2= 2,1428 p= 0,2 χ2= 2,4705 p= 0,2

Hierarchic Hierarchic Hierarchic

+ - Σ + - Σ + - Σ

D/H 0 1,5 1,5 D/H 1 0 1 D/H 1 1,5 2,5

I/F 4 1 5 I/F 1 2,5 3,5 I/F 5 3,5 8,5

Total 4 2,5 6,5 Total 2 2,5 4,5 Total 6 5 11

χ2= 3,12 p= 0,1 χ2= 1,6071 p= 0,3 χ2= 0,2760 p= 0,7

Integrative Integrative Integrative

+ - Σ + - Σ + - Σ

D/H 0 2 2 D/H 1 2 3 D/H 1 4 5

I/F 3 0 3 I/F 1 0,5 1,5 I/F 4 0,5 4,5

Total 3 2 5 Total 2 2,5 4,5 Total 5 4,5 9,5

χ2= 5 p= 0,05 χ2= 0,45 p= 0,05 χ2= 4,5083 p= 0,05

Table 4.7: Tables for statistical calculations

The p's in table 4.7 show that there is a correlation between style and customer relationship
quality. The Looking at the tables for the total Decisive and Integrative customer styles, the
sample displays a very strong interrelationship between style and relationship quality. The
Hierarchic p is off. So again, the delimitations shall be recalled by the reader.

4.9 Concluding the data presentation
In a summary, comparing the above findings, one can easily come to the conclusion that the
role style fit index is the most accurate predictor of customer relationship quality. As can be
seen from table 4.8, it frequently features the largest difference between good and problematic
customer fit index.

Logic: 1- info use 2- solution focus 3- single simple 4-single complex

Difference
Role style

1,27 0,84 1,13 1,00

Difference
Operating style

0,77 0,09 -0,53 -0,21

Table 4.8: Index differences in various indices.
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But which role style is the "best"? To test the two role styles, the logic number three in its
simple version has been used. Adding only the scores for the primary styles for both role and
operating style, the table as illustrated in table 4.8 evolved. The weighting of the fits was
according to logic three in the simple version. This calculation revealed that the primary styles
were strengthening the role style.

Relationship
Quality

Number of
relationships

Ratio good relations Ratio problematic relations

Logic three - Primary only Role Operating Role Operating

Sum of
points:

31 1 -7 13

Good
relationships

36 0,86 0,03

Problematic
relationships

20 -0,35 0,65

Table 4.8: Primary styles only

The results of the last calculation proved that it is justified to emphasise the primary styles. The
consequence from the above calclations is, that for the further comparative analysis of the
indices, the logic as introduced in logic number three will be used. It stresses the primary styles
more than the other logics. It also has the second largest difference between good and
problematic role style fits. Logic number one, which has the absolut largest difference seems
not as well fitted for further comparisants, since it is very limited due to its uni dimensional
approach. The following comparative analysis will be based only on role styles, which, as has
been showen above, has also been justified by the data.

If 100% of the relationship quality could be explained by logic number three, each as good
described customer relationship should have an index of maximal three, composed from two
points for the primary fit and one point for the backup fit. A problematic relationship could add
to minimal minus two index points. The predicitve distance thus is maximal five index points.
Looking only at the results of the logic number three (table 4.8) a distance of 1,13 can be
calculated. This is 22,6% of the relationship quality. Dividing it into good and problematic
relationships, the Decision Styles would be able to explain 100% of the good relationship, if
the index for good relationships would be 3. An index of 1,08 thus indicates that the Decision
Styles can explain 36% of the good relationship, the index of -0,05 corresponds to 2,3%
explanatory power.

If logic number three is applied using exclusively primary role styles (table 4.8), the maximum
distance decreases to 4, since one index point from the backup style is obsolete. The distance
using this polarised logic number three adds up to 1,21, which can be calculated to explain
even 30,3% of the relationship quality. Nevertheless, totaly excluding the backup styles seemed
not to be realistic. For the comparisants below, the complete logic number three has been
utilised.
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5. Comparative analysis

Having decided on the "best" logic to determine a customer fit index, this index is now used to
compare the subunits of the study. Again, it should be pointed out, that the as good described
relationships do have a higher role style fit index in all the tested logics, compared to the ones
described as problematic.

On the base level, the 56 customer relationship indices are analysed. This analysis was already
part of the search process for a suitable logic. Then the interviewees are grouped according to
their Decision Styles and their rank in the organisation, and the respective indices are
compared. Further the firms are roughly clustered in their activities which were either purely
distributing or distributing and producing. In the last level, the indices of the two nations are
compared.

As developed in chapter 4, the index used for further comparisants will be composed only from
the role style as calculated when using logic number three. This customer fit index for all 38
good relationships was 1,08 verus -0,05 for the total problematic relationships. This is a
considerable distance between indices. The larger the distance is, the better the predictive
power of the Decision Styles.

Grouping the 13 interviewees according to their primary role style, the following indices
evolved: The 5 (as mentionned before, interviewee X is not included) interviewees with a
Decisive primary role style described 13 good and 8 problematic relationships. The customer
fit index for the good relationships is 1,46 versus -0,13 for the problematic ones. The
predictive distance added up to 1,59. The 3 primary role Flexibles reported about 8 good and 4
problematic customer relationships. Customer fit indices of 1,00 / -0,25 resulted in a predictive
distance of 1,25. Regarding the 3 Integratives, adding up the indices of the 10 corresponding
good relationships produced a customer fit index of 1,3. The relevant 5 problematic
relationships were calculated to have a fit index of -1, leading to a predictive distance of 2,3.
The 2 Hierarchics featured a predictive distance of -2,2, which resulted from a fit index of -0,2
of the 5 good and a index of 2,0 of the 3 problematic customer relationships.

Listed in descending order of customer fit index, the Decisives are followed by Integratives,
Flexibles and with large distance Hierarchics. The sequence is altered when the predictive
distance is used as the ordering variable. Then the Integratives lead ahead of the Decisives,
Flexibles and Hierarchics.

The interviewees can also be grouped according to their position in their organisation. The
groups were formed by distinguishing between executive and managing position. The
executives had an index of 1,15 versus -0,33, resulting in a predictive distance of 1,48, where
as the interviewees in managing positions had an index of 1,0 versus 0,07, resulting in a
predictive distance of 0,93.

The companies that were producers or - in the recently deregulated market - owned by the
producer of the electricity that they distribute, were contrasted against the firms that - in a
deregulated market - only destribute, or - in the still regulated market- mainly distribute their
parents electricity. In Germany as the still regulated market, PreussenElektra is identified as the
electricity producing firm, while Schleswag and Hastra, allthough they are owned by
PreussenElektra, but according to their activity, are identified as mainly distributing. In Sweden
as the recently deregulated market, Malmö Energy is identified as the closest related to the
producer (Sydkraft) and is therefore categorised for this comparisant as producer. The other
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Swedish firms have much weaker ties to the producer and do only distribute. The customer
relationships that were described by the interviewees of the producing companies have been
assigned an index of 1,31 for the good relationships and -0,38 for the problematic
relationships. The distributing firms have scored an index of 0,90 for the good and 0,17 for the
problematic customer relationships.

Comparing the customer relationships grouped by their nationality, the Swedish customer
relationships have an index of 0,85 for the good versus a 0,45 for the problematic relationships.
The good German customer relationships score an index of 1,38 whereas their problematic
counterparts score -0,67.

Throughout the comparison, the predictive power of the Decision Styles was established. In all
clusters were the indices of the good relationships considerably higher than the indices of the
problematic customer relationships. Again, the delimitations as stated in chapter one shall be
recalled. This is also the reason why the deviation from this rule by the Hierarchic Interviewees
is not seen as having further severe implications. It simply lacks more empirical evidence.
Nevertheless seems the ability of the Decision Styles to explain and therefore predict customer
relationship quality constant throughout the samples. Figure 5.1 illustrates the results.

Good Problematic

Sweden / recently deregulated

Germany / regulated

Producer

Distributor

Executive

Managing

Decisive
Flexible

Integrative
Hierarchic

Good

Problematic

1

2

7

13

56
1.08

-0.05

1.46 -0.13
1.00 -0.25

1.30 -1.00
-2.20 -0.20

1.15 -0.33

1.00 0.07

1.13 -0.38

0.90 0.17

0.85 0.45

1.38 -0.67

Industry

Nations

Firms

Interviewees

Customer
Relationships

Index

Figure 5.1: Results of the comparative data analysis
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6. Conclusions
In comparing the fits of the sales representative and the customer Decision Styles with the
reported customer relationship quality, a clear relationship between Decision Style fit and
relationship quality could be detected. Regardless of which of the introduced indexation
methods was applied, the role style fit was regularly a good predictor of relationship quality.

Also when applied on subsamples of the complete data, the analysis by clusters brought
forward that the Decision Style fit is a valid tool to at least to a large extent explain customer
relationship quality. Comparisons between the indices of the subsamples brought forward no
serious differences in predictive power. Also the differences in the different logics were not too
serious, so it is possible to conclude that the Decision Style fits can partly explain and predict
the customer relationship quality.

Thereby one must make a clear distinction between a single customer fit index and the distance
between the indices of good and problematic relationships. The score of the index itself shows
the quality of a single relationship or an aggregate bundle of relationships. The distance
between the indices of the good and problematic relationships explains how well suitable the
Decision Styles are to explain this quality.

6.1 Discussion
While the base theory of the Dynamic Decision Style Model suggested that generally the
quality of communication between people can be predicted by a Decision Style fit, and that this
prediction can be used to promote the quality of relationships in the workplace, this present
research has confirmed this suggestion in a different arena: customer relationships. Earlier
research by Brousseau59 has established the correlation between sales success, sales
representative Decision Style and product characteristics. There the job - style fit was stressed.
In contrast to that, the research presented in this paper, aimed at the interpersonal style fit and
the resulting communication and relationship between sales representative and customer. It
proved that if the styles of the involved parties fit, then the customer relationship is more likely
to be good. On the other hand, if the styles do not fit, the relationship is likely to be described
as problematic.

The studies question for "what makes up a good versus problematic personal customer
relationship?" can therefore be answered with the Decision Styles. Some style fit is needed in
order to create a good relationship. If the styles clash, i.e. if they are toxic, the relationship is
bound to be rather problematic. Thereby a rather large part of the overall quite complex
relationship quality can be explained by style fits.

This fills the gap that has been left by certain service marketing literature that stressed the
importance of the interaction of employees and customers, but did not clearly define how this
interaction can be managed successfully. From authors like Kotler60 and Grönroos61, who have
already been mentioned in the beginning, it is known that the service creation process is

                                               
59Brousseau, Kenneth R.; Profiling Sales Success; Decision Dynamics Corporation, 1987
60Kotler, P. & Armstrong, G.; Principles of Marketing 7th ed., Prentice Hall, 1996
61Grönroos, Christian; Service Management and Marketing, Lexington Books, 1990
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essential to the service quality. Because of the special characteristics of a service, the creation
of the service and interaction with the customer are to be set synonymous. The here presented
findings show that if the sales person wants to enjoy an enhanced chance of managing the
"moment of truth" successfully, he / she is well advised to consider the framework of the
Dynamic Decision Style Model.

The research done by Crosby, Evans & Cowles on customer relationship quality stated that the
similarity of the salesperson to the customer is strongly influencing sales effectiveness. Trust
was found to be another factor that determines customer relationship quality. The findings of
the here presented study are similar. However, the Decision Styles, as presented here, point on
what has to be similar and how trust can be explained ex ante. Crosby et al. have based their
model "on and through relationship quality, rather than on the actual process of relationship
development."62 In this sense, the findings of this thesis apply to the earlier step in customer
relationship building.

The same point in time argument can be used for the research on the SOCO (selling orientation
customer orientation) scale by Michaels and Day. Tadepalli introduced a refined SOCO scale
on which the sales person can be evaluated by the customer after the sales encounter.63 In
contrary to this ex post instrument, the Decision Styles can be used as an ex ante predictor of
such sales encounters, as has been developed above.

Tadepalli as well as Wong and Tjosvold64 used attributes which also described the trust that
the customer had in the sales representative. Few of these attributes were directed in the same
direction as the attributes that enable to categorise into Decision Styles. Wong and Tjosvold
distinguished the communication styles only roughly into two manners: warm and cold. The
scales and attributes used by the later authors, if they are converted into models that can be
used to predict the future relationship, and combined with the Dynamic Decision Style Model
should result in an even more predictive model and can thus be considered supplementary.

A, to the main result secondary finding of this study, is the evidence that allowed to develop a
view on tolerance in correlation to environmental load. The elaborated view in logic five, that
e.g. the level of tolerance decreases with more extreme high / low load, contradicts other
theories that tolerance increases with intensifying high / low environmental load. These
theories argue that at the extreme ends of the environmental load, the parties are more willing
to compromise for the sake of the common purpose, specially under the spell of a deadline.
The here advanced theory argues that the individual adheres more to his / her style the more
extreme the load becomes.

6.2 Practical implications
The practical implications of the findings of this study for the application in the industry are
plenty. For one, the ability of the Dynamic Decision Style Model to predict a considerable part
of the outcome of an anticipated customer relationship suggests, that the organisation should

                                               
62Crosby, Lawrence A.; Evans, Kenneth R. & Cowles, Deborah; Relationship Quality in Services Selling: An
Interpersonal Influence Perspective; Journal of Marketing, Vol. 54, July 1990, p. 70
63Tadepalli, Raghu; Measuring Customer Orientation of a Salesperson: Modifications of the Soco Scale;
Psychology & Marketing, Vol. 12(3), May 1995, pp. 177-187
64Wong, Choy L.; Tjosvold, Dean; Goal Interdependence and Quality in Services Marketing; Psychology and
Marketing, Vol. 12(3), May 1995, pp. 189-205
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assign the sales representatives to the accounts according to Decision Style fit. This seems
especially appropriate where contract negotiations are exceptionally long term, and single
accounts are vitally important for the selling organisation. For some long term projects, the
Decision Styles can be thought to even influence the recruitment of the sales staff, so that the
future staff member does not only fit the product and the organisation, but also the prospect
customer. Selling organisations which do not have the resources to assign different sales
representatives individually, profit from a schooling of their sales staff. Detailed knowledge
about Decision Styles would enable the representative to consciously adapt to the style of the
customer which, as showen here, consequently leads to a good customer relationship.

A logical implication is that the selling organisation needs to built an intelligence about the
customer, which permits the estimation of the Decision Style of the purchasing person. The
presented paper includes a matrix (table 2.1) which can be used to estimate the customer style.
Training in the Decision Styles for the sales staff would also enhance the estimation of the
customer style. The framework should absorb all kinds of information that can be interpreted
into Decision Styles.

Plenty of literature states that the deregulating industries have admitted to be far behind the
ideal of customer knowledge. Customer orientation is becoming a new buzz word for them as
they face open markets. In the process of change, the organisational memory on how to deal
with former "subscribers", who suddenly have the power to demand to be treated as customers
needs to be emptied. At times it was not clear with what to fill it.65 This study has proved that
the Decision Styles deserve to be part of the marketing reorientation, especially for businesses
that are in the process of redefining their customer relationships.

6.3 Future research
The above implications do have consequences for future research. First, more precise means of
customer style estimation are needed. Ongoing research in the field of strategic information
systems is already pointed in this direction.66 There, among other, the automation of gathering
information that can be used to estimate the style is performed. Certainly would an
approximation of the value of an increased customer relationship quality due to the use of the
Decision Styles, expressed in Kronors, Dollars or DEM, be an interesting continuation of the
presented findings. Naturaly, subsequent research with the same aim than this one, but in
different environments and eventually with a larger sample should give this findings even more
credibility.

The findings of the study suggest the conclusion that Decision Styles can explain the different
qualities of personal customer relationships. Considering the complexity of personal
relationships, the extend to which they are able to do so, is rather large. This result is in line
with the applied base theory and adds to other related literature. That Decision Styles can be
used to predict and explain the outcome of a customer relationship also generates several new
practical applications for the industry, especially in services marketing.

                                               
65Wills, Gordon; Enabeling Customers to Drive Your Enterprise; Management Decision; Vol. 30, No. 3, 1992,
pp. 12-22
66Passby, Maria; Den Ideala Marknadsdialogen - att uppnå kundkemi i strategiska informationssystem;
Högskolan Karlskrona Ronneby, May 1995.
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Appendices:

Appendix A) List of interviewed persons and dates of interview

In alphabetical order:

Mr. Andersson, Karlskrona Affärsverket, 18. Juni 1996

Mr. Bertsch, Preussen Elektra, 13. May 1996

Mr. Elter, Preussen Elektra, 14. May 1996

Mr. Gisslen, C4 Kristianstad, 1. July 1996

Mr. Johannsen, Schleswag, 15. May 1996

Mr. Kubannek, Schleswag, 15. May 1996

Mr. Dr. Mußenbrock, Preussen Elektra, 14. May 1996

Mr. Nevermann, Hastra, 14. May 1996

Mr. Nilsson, Malmö Energi, 28. Juni 1996

Mr. Olausson, Blekinge Energi, 3. June 1996

Mr. Scham, Preussen Elektra, 13. May 1996

Mr. Ake Svensson, Blekinge Energi, 18. Juni 1996

Mr. Jan Svensson, Karlskrona Affärsverket, 18. Juni 1996

Mr. Wilen, Malmö Energi, 20. June 1996
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Appendix B) Interview questions

1) Personal data: Name, (Age), professional education etc...

2) What is your career background?

3) How did you come to selling?

4) What conscious approach do you generally take in order to estimate the charachter of a
potential orderer when you first meet him?

5) Have you had any scholing for this evaluation?

6) If not; would you consider such education as helpful? If yes, was the schooling helpful?

7) Describe in detail 3 relationships that went very well. Which reasons do you see for this
success?

What was especially good?

...questions as they occure (for more detail)

Customer person? How do you use previous encounters with the customer
(others; phone calls; profession; gender) to form a pre-picture of the customer? How
much information did the customer ask for? Did you have long or short
conversations?(listen and talk) How quick was the decision to settle the contract made
by the customer?

Age? Position? Appearance? Cloth? Listening? Informaiton search? Creativity use?
Interaction? Body language? Small talk? Pace?

8) Describe in detail 3 relationships that went sour. Which reasons do you see for the
unfortunate outcome?

What could have been done different?

...questions as they occure (for more detail)

Customer person? How do you use previous encounters with the customer
(others; phone calls; profession; gender) to form a pre-picture of the customer? How
much information did the customer ask for? Did you have long or short
conversations?(listen and talk) How quick was the decision to settle the contract made
by the customer?
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Age? Position? Appearance? Cloth? Listening? Informaiton search? Creativity use?
Interaction? Body language? Small talk? Pace?
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Appendix C) Individual customer style classifications

Interview A1

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "very serious man",

"keeps his temper",
"almost no smile"

Clothes "correctly dressed,
very stiff"

Listening "does not want to
hear details, only

main points"
Information search "when main points

become too
complex, he does

like to sojourn and
meet again"

Creativity use
Interaction

Body language "no special gestures"
Small talk "likes to talk about

his travels, long and
in detail, tell from
his point of view"

Pace "generates no stress,
does not put himself

under time
preassure"

This customer is: X

Interview A2

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance

Clothes "no grey suites"
Listening

Information search "asks many
questions, also

about details, only
remotely relevant

areas"
Creativity use

Interaction "likes to play the
clown",

"changes topic away
from the initial

points of interest",
"likes to act up"

Body language "less tense in comp.
to 1."
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Small talk
Pace

This customer is: X
Interview A3

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "does not stand in

the spot light"
Clothes

Listening "can listen"
Information search "not very emotional

(relys on his techn.
expertise)"

Creativity use
Interaction "makes statements:

thats the way it is -
no discussion (has

technical
competence)"

"seeks solution that
is good for both

sides"

Body language "very few gestures
that support his

statements
impressively"

Small talk "withholding
smalltalk"

Pace
This customer is: X

Interview A4

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "looks more relaxed

than 1.",
"looks like a young
boy; does not really
express authority"

Clothes "light colors, not
only grey"

Listening
Information search "does not

necessarily ask for
more detail, has the

big overview"

"has detailed knowledge about the matter,
likes to show it"

Creativity use
Interaction "main points are

focused on"
"likes conflict"

Body language
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Small talk "expresses value
and moral
concepts",

"does not make
difference between

small talk and
negotiation"

Pace "regular concern about time"
This customer is: X

Interview A5

problematic Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "small, with edges

(strong features)"
Clothes "american

conservative"
Listening "can listen, ready to

listen"
Information search "no detailed

knowledge needed",
"information by the
other side are not of

interest
Creativity use

Interaction "stays on the
subject"

"talkes a lot by
himself, in order to
not allow for any

questions"
Body language "very scarce body

language"
Small talk "does not disclose

much about himself,
not even position he
holds in coompany",
"not more small talk

than necessary"
Pace "during the

negotiation not time
preassure, but no
time afterwards"

This customer is: X

Interview A Summary

Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
1. good X
2. good X
3. good X
4. good X
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1. problematic X
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Interview B1

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "young, sporty"

Clothes "conform clothing -
consciously

adapted"

"wears privately
different, less

adapted clothing"
Listening "needs Aha-effect,

needs one
convincing aspect"

Information search
creativity use "visionary"
Interaction "not only focus on

task"
"likes discussion,

controversy",
makes his point
more than clear,
persisits on it"

Body language " regular/ normal body language"
Small talk "small talk o.k.,

personal"
Pace "formal time

setting, hectic -
makes one nervous"

This customer is: X

Interview B2

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "somewhat smaller,

funnny, more
inertia"

Clothes "rather in disguise"
Listening

Information search "large demand for
every detail,

`Erbsenzähler`"

"likes to balance
between many

aspects for a long
time",

creativity use "no visionary typ,
keeps to his goals

that he has to meet,
boss should be

visionary"
Interaction "tells his goal and

sticks to it, no other
aspects count,
narrow goal-

function",
"likes to control the

meeting",
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Body language "scarce body language, but outgoing if
there is a problem"

Small talk
Pace "no time preassure,

lot of time for
conversation,

concentration on
little things"

This customer is: X

Interview B3

problematic Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "tense, distant

look",
"implies

resentment"
Clothes

Listening "can listen"
Information search "collects data from

all corners,
interprets data in his

favour"
creativity use "has clear rule that

can not be broken"
Interaction "long speeches,

repeats himself"
Body language "scarce body

language, except
when excited, then
runns through the

room"
Small talk

Pace
This customer is: X

Interview B4

problematic Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "small ´Giftzwerg´"

Clothes "conservativ"
Listening "listens exactly,

says: the one who
lies has to have a

long memory"
Information search "gets the one source

that suites him best"
creativity use "open to new ideas"
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Interaction "absolutely task
oriented",

"short sentences"
Body language "cool body

language", "acts
superiour"

Small talk "almost none-does
not want any

personal
relationship"

Pace "time preassure
depends on his

mood; if he sees it
for him important
he can take time,
otherwise cuts off

meeting"
This customer is: X

Interview B Summary

Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
1. good X
2. good X

1. problematic X
2. problematic X

Interview C 1

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance

Clothes "sporty,
professional, casual"

Listening "can listen to longer
explanations for
more complex

issues"
Information search

creativity use "likes visions,
brainstorming"

Interaction "asks for oppinion,
keeps asking for

detailed
information, can
have task focus
depending on

situation""
Body language "calm expressions"

Small talk "balanced small talk
about private /

business"
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Pace "takes his time"
This customer is: X

Interview C2

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "more moving than

no.1, looks ´pep´"
Clothes "not very correct

(open/crucked tie)",
Listening

Information search "asks for more info
than necesssary to
use it otherwise,

info must be
compact"

creativity use
Interaction "likes to talk about

himself"
Body language

Small talk
Pace "takes as long as it

takes, does not
preassure himself"

This customer is: X

Interview C3

3. good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "tall, serious,

conservative"
Clothes "formal,

conservative (age)"
Listening "very calm, likes to

listen
Information search "asks about advice"

creativity use
Interaction "uses / controlls all

ways to get his goal"
"listens, and wants
to be listened, even
when talking for

long",
"seeks common fun

in the objective"
Body language "very calm"

Small talk
Pace "takes a lot of time"

This customer is: X
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Interview C4

problematic Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "very authoritarian",

"frustrated"
Clothes "very conservative,

not formal"
Listening "does not listen"

Information search "knowes everything
better, has pre-

formed oppinion",
"gets no other

oppinion"
creativity use
Interaction "likes to say only 2 -

3 words",
"stays on task",

"tense"

"takes a keyword
and talkes about it

even if it doesn´t fit"

Body language "smashes fist on
table"

Small talk "no small talk"
Pace "does not take time

for anything"
This customer is: X

Interview C Summary

Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
1. good X
2. good X
3. good X

1. problematic X

Interview D1

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance

Clothes "stays with the
norm, but money

important"
Listening "talks and listens

short and consise"
Information search "tries to make fast

decisions",
"uses few sources,

relies on own
experience"

creativity use "likes new ideas,
goes new ways"
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Interaction "stays on the
subject"

"tries to controll the
discussion"

Body language "enaugh"
Small talk "talks easy, in

pictures"
Pace "likes open end,

time does not play
big a role"

This customer is: X

Interview D2
After talking a couple of minutes about No. 2, he says that he would describe this customer exactly like the

one before (No.1) Therefore is this customer estimated to have the same decision sryle as No. D1.
good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative

Appearance
Clothes "likes status, dark

suits, elegant, but
does not talk about

it"
Listening

Information search
creativity use
Interaction

Body language
Small talk

Pace
This customer is: X

Interview D3
good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative

Appearance
Clothes "no status, no crazy

things, salary is
important"

"coloured shirts,
quality things, dares

coloured"
Listening "good listener,

witty"
Information search "likes the way it

was"
"many sources"

creativity use "likes to copy",
"learns quick"

Interaction "no long
discussions"

"gives agreeing
additional
comments"

Body language "casual, few
gestures"

Small talk "easy talking, not
controlling"

Pace "quality more
important"

This customer is: X
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Interview D4

problematic Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "tense, serious"

Clothes "not neat, bad
clothing",
"missfit"

Listening "listens for ever,
discusses for ever"

Information search "his oppinion is the
only valid, max 1

other (expert)
oppinion"

creativity use "knows everything
better"

Interaction "focused on task" "talks conservative,
too slow (long)",

"his voice is nerv-
wrecking"

Body language
Small talk "deep, and

interesting
conversation"

Pace "has time"
This customer is: X

Interview D5

problematic Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "conservative,

serious","looks older
than he is"

Clothes "unconventional"
Listening "can listen for a

long time, no
humor"

Information search "some info from
himself (past exp.),

some self generated"
creativity use
Interaction "changes the topic

into the absurd"
"needs power",

"talks a lot"
Body language

Small talk "active small talk"
Pace "time is important,

likes to check topic
for topic"

This customer is: X
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Interview D Summary

Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
1. good X
2. good X
3. good X

1. problematic X
2. problematic X

Interview E1

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "calm, humorous"

Clothes "simple clothing, no
suit, rather casual

but neat"
Listening "listens and asks if

unclear",
"likes to laugh"

Information search "from several
sources, shops

around"
creativity use "likes new ideas,

has no rigid ways of
doing things, but

not very
experimental when
actually applying"

Interaction "likes to talk free,
from subject to

subject"
Body language "rather stiff when

dealing with
task,..."

"changes when
dealing with other

things"
Small talk "s.t. philosophic"

Pace "quality over time"
This customer is: X

Interview E2

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "friendly type"

Clothes "professionel, grey",
"no status symbols"

Listening "listens exactly and
asks, agrees"
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Information search "tries to get a
certified / official

information",
"no impression of

other sources"

"asks for more
information after
time to reflect"

creativity use "likes the usual
things with

assurance that they
work in this instant"

Interaction "consequently task
oriented"

"tries to loosen up
situation"

Body language "very calm, no
leaning back and

forth, rather
straight, no
casuality"

Small talk "not much small
talk, scarce"

Pace "has time to bring
the subject to an

end, likes to check
issues one by one"

This customer is: X

Interview E3

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "always a smile on

his face"
Clothes "conventional for a

farmer"
Listening "listens, but can

suddenly shut
down"

Information search "asks a lot, likes a
different few"

"likes every info he
can get"

creativity use "likes the old way,
changes only a

little"
Interaction "one has to try to

keep him on the
task",

"goes in wrong
direction very

quick",
"likes to hear
himself talk"

Body language "calm" "likes to sketch
everything in a

chart"
Small talk

Pace "has enaugh time,
but interrupts for

phonecalls"
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This customer is: X

Interview E 4

problematic Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "not neat at all,

almost unclean,
strong smoker, one

can see it"
Clothes "casual, sweater"

Listening " listens only short,
interrupts, changes
topic, likes to take
different position

from his own just to
provoke"

Information search "information is
enaugh for him,

even when
objectively not

enaugh"
creativity use "doesn´t raly know

what he is talking
about"

Interaction "doesn´t like to talk
about the subject,

rather just
communication"

"likes to argue" "wants to talk
general, likes
monologues",

"contradictive in his
oppinions"

Body language "strong gestures,
large sketches, a lot

drawings"
Small talk "only small talk,

likes to tell a joke"
Pace "has time, wants to

get on to next topic,
but does waste the

time with other
conversation"

This customer is: X

Interview E5

problematic Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "very neat"

Clothes "business like"
Listening "listens for a long

time, can respond in
speeches"
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Information search "lot´s of contacts to
many influential

people from whom
he gets constant

info"
creativity use "he elaborates on

ideas for ever"
Interaction "want to always talk

a bit more about the
agreement",

"delays
everything","

constantly new
ideas"

Body language "uses hands a lot"
Small talk "rather shallow

small talk"
Pace "takes all the time"

This customer is: X

Interview E Summary

Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
1. good X
2. good X
3. good X

1. problematic X
2. problematic X

Interview F1

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "strict, (frustrated)

authoriterian, strong
features"

Clothes "casual, no tie"
Listening "listtens a lot,

interested in charts,
data sheets, takes

notes", "starts
arguing"

Information search "only one source"
creativity use "rational, no

visionary
discussions, sticks

to the used"

"interested in ideas,
has the idea checked

at once (by
employee)",

"decides then right
away"
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Interaction "short statements to
the point"

"has to be brought
back to the subject",

"positive
interaction"

Body language "weak gestures"
Small talk

Pace "puts himself under
time preassure"

This customer is: X

Interview F2

problematic Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "not neat at all,

rather (filthy), faty
hair, office with

dirty cutains etc."
Clothes "like a ´hanseatic

trader´",
"konservativ"

Listening
Information search "collects info from a

broad range of
dources and selects

in his favour"
creativity use
Interaction "I feel that the talks

are with out sense",
"no results",

"changes the heard
in his favour"

Body language
Small talk "not very much

small talk" (because
of bad relationship)

Pace "waste of time"
This customer is: X

Interview F Summary

Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
1. good X

1. problematic X

Interview G1

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "humorous "
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Clothes "s. t. flippy, but
rather conventional,

simple, not brand
conscious"

Listening "patient listener,
wants to know all,
listens first, then

argues"
Information search "looks for other

sources, no paper
freak, wants a lot of
thing explained but

relies also on
intuition"

creativity use "tries new
approaches, can
alternate idea in
retrospective"

Interaction "likes talking, likes
to hear himself,

must be summed up,
s.t. must be brought

back to topic,
Body language "calm, moves a little

in the chair, no
impatience

Small talk "light talks, no
philosophical talk"

Pace "not quick, takes
time"

This customer is: X

Interview G2

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "very correct,

serious,
international

professional, very
clean office"

Clothes "status, serious"
Listening "very short, shows

when not interested
Information search "must have info

before visit, gets the
one expert to

evaluate."
creativity use "no new things,

likes what he has
done before"

Interaction "focus on the
question"

"jointly controlled"

Body language
Small talk "not necessary"
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Pace "has to be finfished
on time"

This customer is: X

Interview G3

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "keeps a low

profile"
Clothes

Listening "rather listens than
talks"

Information search "before meeting
reads all about the

subject, asks people
outside the

company", "wants to
know as much as

possible"
creativity use "builts on ideas in

the next meeting"
Interaction "does not talk very

much"
"argues in short

sentences"
Body language

Small talk "deep discussions"
Pace "quality more

important than
time"

"you need a lot of
time when meeting
him", "open end"

This customer is: X

Interview G Summary

Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
1. good X
2. good X
3. good X

Interview H1

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "tries to look tough"

Clothes "very status
conscious",

"expensive quality",
"old juppy"

Listening "difficult for him to
listen, talks much"
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Information search "wants to do the
decision on his

own", "uses many
collegues for new

information",
"talking,

networking, many
people, spreads the

word"
creativity use "likes s.th. he

recognizes,
reluctant to

experiment", "needs
experiance"

Interaction "alone like
friends...", "changes
topic all the time"

"wants to display
power in presence of

others", "confuses
others so that they
do not understand

and he can control"
Body language "taps with leg,

nervous"
Small talk "talks a lot, s.t. too

much"
Pace "wants to go quickly

through the topics,
but then has time"

This customer is: X

Interview H2

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "looks like he enjoys

the life"
Clothes "never tie, jeans"

Listening "listens very much"
Information search "likes to see a lot of

data, must
understand
everything",

"networking in one
direction"

"looks for more
information",

"wants to
understand the

whole situation in
small details, s.t. too

deep", "sees
problems where no

problems are"
creativity use "very affraid to

change", "no new
things"

"very visionary",
"seeks expert view"

Interaction
Body language

Small talk "much deeper
person", "about
other persons"
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Pace "doesn´t stop until
everything is clear",

"problem to keep
the time"

This customer is: X

Interview H3

problematic Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "authoritarian",

"tired, depressed,
angry"

Clothes "not too well
dressed", "normal"

Listening "listens a little, has
his oppinion already
shaped", "stubborn"

Information search "very little reading,
little networking",

"not much"
creativity use
Interaction "screaming" "wants to sit on

others, keep them
down"

Body language "wild"
Small talk "not much, shallow"

Pace "takes a lot of time"
This customer is: X

Interview H4

problematic Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "tense"

Clothes
Listening

Information search
creativity use "does not see the big

picture"; "no
creativity"

Interaction "just wants to show
that he is important

too"
Body language

Small talk "no small talk"
Pace

This customer is: X

Interview H Summary
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Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
1. good X

2. good X

1. problematic X
2. problematic X

Interview I1

The reported customer is a small company. Here only one man does all the purchasing. 5-6 years ago the
relationship started bad, but now has developed into a good one. The development towards the good is only
credited to the effort of the then new sales person to cater for the customers needs; i.e. to convince the
customer that the seller does everything possible to satisfy him. In the first meeting the customer shouted at
the salesperson because he was angry about the price structure. Seller adapted the price structure (at the end
same amount in billing, but more understandable to customer). The customer also got a choice of rates (also
at the end same result, but customer was satisfied because he could choose). Further did the bill include more
informatio( in very short sentences) about the el.use the next year.
The relationship has developed in a way where the seller let the buyer know that he is willing to make price
concessions (almost earning nothing) in exchange of some "knowledge"; the seller could learn together with
the customer to handle the new situation on the el. market. Still the seller feels that he learned a lot about
handling ind. customers because of this person.
From the description of the customer by the salesperson, the customer can be categorised as satisficer, where
he wants information that is short and quickly understandable. Also the letters and feedback given by the
customer was very short. (s.t. only one sentence). At the same time, the customer was willing to give the
salesperson a chance and take part in the development of the seller. So he liked new ways and ideas, which
qualifies him as a flexible

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance

Clothes
Listening

Information search
creativity use
Interaction

Body language
Small talk

Pace
This customer is: x        X

Interview I2

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "authoritarian,

power"
Clothes

Listening "not so much, asks
questions that have

been answered
already"
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Information search "does not need
much data", "just
one letter", "one

source of
information", "has

one expert that
shapes oppinion"

creativity use "no experiments, as
few changes as

possible", "no will
to learn"

Interaction "very short", "get
the thing done"

Body language
Small talk "few remarks"

Pace "no time"
This customer is: X

Interview I3

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "ordenary,

common"
Clothes "jeans, not well

dressed,
unconventional for

his position"
Listening "likes to listen and

ask if he does not
understand,"

Information search "talks with other
persons", "network"

creativity use "creative, gives
suggestions"

Interaction "gives also positive
feedback", "agrees,
can change topic"

Body language "calm, steady,
smilles"

Small talk "fun, relaxed, some
personal deep
statements"

Pace "wants to get done"
This customer is: X

Interview I4

problematic Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "grim, tense,

serious"
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Clothes "business like",
"likes status, display

power"
Listening "gives time where

he listens",
Information search "likes more

information from
different sources",

checks on
emlpoyees, uses a
lot of info from
many sources"

creativity use "very creative,
comes up with wild

ideas"
Interaction "wants info simple" "great power

distance", "more
controlling (he
controlls the

meeting), arguing"
Body language "self confident"

Small talk "very short, not
deep"

Pace
This customer is: X

Interview I5

problematic Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance

Clothes
Listening

Information search "many sources for
info"

creativity use "likes to please
everyone, but sits
between chairs"

Interaction "sticks to the rules" "short senteces but
long meetings, with
no result", "rather

decides later"
Body language "lots of action,

draws, sketches",
Small talk

Pace
This customer is: X

Interview I Summary

Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
1. good                  X
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2. good X
3. good X

1. problematic X
2. proplematic X

Interview K1

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "authoritarian

expression"
Clothes "no status, no ties,

plain"
Listening "listens carefully, all

the way to the end,
asks about things in

very detail"
Information search "collects more info

on new things,
relies on his
background"

"few sources of
information, asks

other people to
collect info"

creativity use "very rational, no
new things, can

block"
Interaction "controlls the

meeting", "wants to
be askes, needs to

feel important"
Body language

Small talk "more detailed,
about his hobbys",

"no personal details,
not about other

people"
Pace "open end

discussions, s.t.
stuck on an idea"

This customer is: X

Interview K2

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "big, serious, no

laughs"
Clothes "business,

conventional"
Listening "does not listen,

hears only real
arguments,
interrupts"
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Information search "has his oppinion
before meeting

which can not be
changed", "likes his

experiance,"

"internal network"

creativity use "takes a risk if profit
is probably better -

profit counts"
Interaction "very determined,

task oriented, very
short talks", "tells
what he wants and
wants an answer
right away, no

delays"
Body language "one can see what

he wants","uses
hands"

Small talk "no small talk"
Pace "time preassure,

must be on time,
sticks to schedule"

This customer is: X

Interview K3

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance

Clothes
Listening "does not listen for a

long time, one must
come to the point

fast"
Information search "takes decision s.t.

too soon", "likes his
experiance"

creativity use "spontaneous, likes
experimental

things"
Interaction "not so much talk"

Body language "uses his arms, legs,
body and face"

Small talk "not much"
Pace "allways time

preassure, can not
concentrate for one

hour"
This customer is: X

Interview K4
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problematic Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance

Clothes
Listening "looks like he is

listening, but really
doesn´t"

Information search "took his decision
before meeting, no
arguments help"

"collects several
infos from experts

he relies on"
creativity use "has some stupid

ideas - no technical
background"

Interaction "short comments",
"changes oppinion",
"likes everything"

"likes everybody to
be happy, generates

many fews",
"ambiguous"

Body language
Small talk "no small talk at

all"
Pace "deadline focus"

This customer is: X

Interview K5

problematic Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance

Clothes
Listening "he listens, only

listens, no argument
no opposition"

Information search "takes ever more
information and is

never satisfied,
wants more",

"collects also from
others lots of
information"

creativity use
Interaction "only seller talks, no

own ideas"
"lots of questions,"

Body language "uses hands",
"draws a lot; a lot of

paper"
Small talk "can talk about a lot

of things, lots of
discussion"

Pace "can never make a
decision",

This customer is: X
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Interview K6
"...he´s just like the one that could not take a decision" (problematic K5)

problematic Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "smiles most of the

times"
Clothes

Listening "listens for a long
time, expresses that

he listens"
Information search "can not take a

decision", "gets info
from lots of sources
(that´s the problem)

creativity use
Interaction "wants to please

everybody", likes
long discussions",

"asks oppinion,
seeks concensus"

Body language "hands, face; draws
a bit while
listening"

Small talk "many questions
about other persons"

Pace "no hurry"
This customer is: X

Interview K Summary

Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
1. good X
2. good X
3. good X

1. problematic X
2. proplematic X
3. problematic X

Interview L1

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "smile, open,

relaxed"
Clothes "suite, not too strict"

Listening "listens for a long
time","likes to see

data"
Information search "looks for expert

oppinion"
creativity use "acts sceptic" "likes new ideas"
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Interaction "short
sentences...like a

duel"
Body language "calm"

Small talk "a bit of everything"
Pace

This customer is: X

Interview L2

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "serious, not

distant"
Clothes "no tie, no white

shirt but
appropriate"

Listening "listens shortly, tells
that it is enaugh"

Information search "asks others too,
info must be to the

point"
creativity use "he has new ideas

and wants to hear
some"

Interaction "tough, concrete,
decision must be

made", "one
decision and thats

it."
Body language "more agile"

Small talk "thinks it´s a waste
of time"

Pace "short of time"
This customer is: X

Interview L3

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "smiles every time"

Clothes "traditional"
Listening "listens and tells :

it´s enaugh"
Information search "gets technical

expert view" (he is
no technician)

"more sources"

creativity use "likes the tested" "he has ideas, but
not realy capable of

technology"
Interaction "he drives the

process"
Body language
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Small talk "about everything"
Pace "time is short, one

after the other, then
on to next meeting"

This customer is: X

Interview L4

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "smile, interested"

Clothes "casual, no tie, not
very status"

Listening "listens more (than
1,2 and 3)"

Information search "has one consultant" "allways collecting"
creativity use "likes new things,

likes testing"
Interaction "likes one person to

talk to, no matter
what the problem"

"more talkative"

Body language
Small talk "deeper person,

likes to ask about
oppinion"

Pace "has time, but wants
to get done"

This customer is: X

Interview L Summary

Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
1. good X
2. good X
3. good X
4. good X

Interview M1

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "serious all the

time", "no smile"
Clothes "allways tie, not so

trendy but likes
colours", "correct",

Listening "can listen for a
long time",
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Information search "has a big network;
collects from many
sources", "comes up

with ideas after
decision"

creativity use "likes to
experiment, comes
up with many ideas

for the problem"
Interaction "talk about people,

about everything,
only 5% contract",
"very interested in

people"
Body language "normal", "no need"

Small talk "funny light" "about other people"
Pace "very steressed,

admiration for how
he does all the many
things in his time"

This customer is: X

Interview M2

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "big, serious,

changing"
Clothes "less good, more in

jeans, conventional
for the job"

Listening "can listen more
than 1, listens

specially when the
job/ business is

concerned"
Information search "trusts in one source

- seller", "only so
much information
as the boss needs",

creativity use "likes new ideas,
uses them, but

comes to a quick
point"

Interaction "talking, he wants
to talk more"

"wants to
dominate",

Body language "more active, uses
hands, leans back"

Small talk
Pace "wants to finish

contract and go on",
"time is scheduled

but enaugh"
This customer is: X
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Interview M3

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "thoughtful"

Clothes "conventional, like
expected"

Listening "listens patiently,
lets one finish"

Information search "one source, not
much in detail"

creativity use
Interaction "has a list of

questions, listens"
"comes with own

ideas, likes
discussions"

Body language "calm, not
agressive, draws"

Small talk "deep s.t.
philosophic
discussions

Pace "fixed time but
allways enaugh",
"quality must be

o.k."
This customer is: X

Interview M4

problematic Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "tense"

Clothes "correct business
like"

Listening "likes facts only,
strict",

"lots of information
from everyone and

everywhere"
Information search

creativity use "trusts in himself,
has good market

intlligence"

"likes new ideas"

Interaction "too determined" "talkative," "likes to dominate"
Body language "small gestures,

correct"
"shifts position,
moves a little,"

Small talk "general interests"
Pace "not really stressed,

set time, s.t. can be
stressed."

This customer is: X
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Interview M5

problematic Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "Giftzwerg"

Clothes
Listening "he listens

Information search "has a fixed
preference", limited

interest
creativity use "no experiments,

security very
important"

Interaction "very determined",
"to the point"

"is in control"

Body language "change between
calm and

emotional"
Small talk "much about his

field of business"
Pace "fixed time

schedule"
This customer is: X

Interview M6

problematic Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "very sportive"

Clothes "casual"
Listening "listens very much,

more than others,"
Information search "gets info from

many people"
"asks other people"

creativity use "likes to hear
proposals, no own

ideas"
Interaction "real discussion",

"agrees, talks easy"
Body language "not very dominant"

Small talk "commnent on
everything"

Pace "plans meetings
very much, but then

has time"
This customer is: X

Interview M Summary

Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
1. good X
2. good X
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3. good X

1. problematic X
2. problematic X
3. problematic X

Interview N1

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "authoritarian,

serious"
Clothes "business like"

Listening "not the first time,
likes it short,
interrupts"

Information search "one expert view"
creativity use "implements

nothing new to try"
"lots of own ideas

about environmental
issues"

Interaction "focused"
Body language "very stiff, no large

gestures"
Small talk "no small talk"

Pace "has time when
scheduled"

This customer is: X

Interview N2

good Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance

Clothes
Listening "very concentrated,

not long"
Information search "wanted to know a

lot", "focus on price,
no alternatives"

creativity use "not experimental,
use only if surly
saving mony"

Interaction "strict person" "seller asked
question,

Body language "open, friendly,
signals a warm

wellcome"
Small talk "everything

possible, light,
about family and

common
aquintances"

Pace
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This customer is: X

Interview N3

problematic Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
Appearance "negative, grumpy,

frustrated"
Clothes

Listening "listened more than
others"

Information search "had past
experiance with gas,
used pendel as only

decision factor"
creativity use "likes the old and

tested"
"not creative"

Interaction "rather long
conversations",

"short answers, few
questions"

Body language
Small talk "relaxed

discussions"
Pace "has a lot of time,

quality very
important"

This customer is: X

Interview N Summary

Decisive Flexible Hierarchic Integrative
1. good X
2. good X

1. problematic ? ? ? ?
2. problematic X
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Appendix D) Logic one - Information use
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Appendix E) Logic two - Solution focus
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Appendix F) Logic three - Single styles / simple
indexation
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Appendix G) Logic four - Single styles / complex
indexation
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Appendic H) Logic five - Load and style
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Appendix I) Questionnaire in English
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Appendix K) Questionnaire in German
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